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The updating of the Collected Acts EEC-~~­
Association will be completed as soon as the translations 
of acts adopted before 1973 are made available. 
• 
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Directions for use 
1. Acts listed in the Compilation 
The Compilation of J.cts pertaining to the "Association 
between the European Economic Community and Greece" contains 
in addition to the text of the Association Agreement signed 
in Athens on 9.7.1961, all the acts adopted pursuant to this 
Agreement by the various Institutions of the Association 
between the European Economic Community (EEC) and Greece as 
well as the acts adopted by the EEC with regard to Greece. 
Certain acts of the Institutions of the Association 
between the EEC and Greece have not been included because of 
their nature. This is the case for budgets, acts of a personal 
nature (for example appointments), etceo• 
2. General Structure of the Compilation 
The acts are classified in 8 basic series with the 
following abbreviations and titles in order of classification 
GEN- Institutional matters 
INST - Institutional problems 
GOODS - Free movement of goods 
AGRI - Harmonization of agricultural policies 
FIN - Financial aid 
MPS - Movement of persons and services 
CTL -Provisions on competition, taxation and on the 
approximation of legislation 
ECP - Economic and commercial policies 
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Each series of acts is separated from the others 
by a guide card with the abbreviated title of the series 
indicated on the tab. 
The acts appearing in each series are subdivided 
into headings which are numbered in Roman numerals listed on 
the 1st page of each series. 
The acts appearing in the Compilation are classified 
under each heading in chronological order of the dates 
of adoption of the acts. 
Moreover, for reasons peculiar to its subject, 
heading "I Decisions, Reconunendations and other Acts 
of the Council of Association relating to customs matters and 
CJ.uotas" of the "Free movement of goods" series is subdivided into 
several parts, listed below and also given on the 1st page of 
this heading. Each part is separated from the others by a 
guide card. Each part is given a letter of the alphabet which 
is indicated on the tab of the corresponding guide card. 
0 
0 0 
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General table of the series and headings in the Compilation 
"Association betv;een the European Economic Community 
and Greece" 
Serie::: 
General matters (GEN) 
Headings 
0 - General -~\.o..r\ \'-
I - Association Agreement and 
Related texts 
II -Provisions within the 





0 - General - 6\CV\ "-
I - Council and Committee of 
Association ,.. Sle..n \l. 
II - Institutional Questions 
within the EEC 
III -Parliamentary Committee of 
the Association 
IV - Settlement of disputes -B~ 
- ---- ---·------ --- .. ---·-----·-------·----... 
Free movement of goods 
(GOODS) 
0 - General 
I - Decisions, Recommendations 
and other Acts of the 
Council of Associationrelat-
ing to customs matters 
and flUotas - B l(An"' 
a) Implementation of Arti-
cle 8 of the Agreement 
b) Implementation of Proto-
col N° 5 
c) Implementation of Proto-
col N° 10 
d) Elimination of quantitative 
restrictions on imports 
e) Elimination of quantitative 
restrictions on exports 
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Series 
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Headings 
f) Measures taken prior to 
harmonization 
g) Implementation of Prot~­
col N° 14 (wine) 
h) Implementation of Proto-
col No 16 (tobacco) 
••••••••••• 
z) Other acts 
II - Decisions and other Community 
acts of interest to Greece 
~---··------------------ -----------------...--------
Harmonization of agricultural 
policies (AGRI) 0 - General - B \~ \L I - Cereals, pigmeat, eggs, 
poultry, fruit and vegetables ~s~~ 
------~------------- ----------------- -~=----· 
Financial aid (FIN) 0 - General - ~lwlk.. 
I - Common Questions relating to 
financial aid -Sle..r..¥.. 
II - Internal Community measures 
III - Use of financial aid and 
interest rebates granted by 
the Member States-~~~ 
~-------- ------------------~-------------------------------·------~ 
Movement of persons and 
services (NPS) 
No acts are included in this 
series yet 
------·---·-----·--------1---------- .. - . -..- ----
Provisions on competition, 
taxation and on the ap!lroxi-
mation of legislation {CTL) 
No acts are included in this 
series yet 
~---------·--------------------------------------------------------------
Economic and commercial 
policies (ECP) 
No acts are included in this 
series yet 
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3• Pagination 
In order that new acts be added at any time, the 
Compilation is arranged in loose-leaf form. 
Heading each page there is a reference composed of 
the following elements : an abbreviation indicating the 
series, a Roman numeral indicating the heading and cons·e-
cutive Arabic numerals indicating the pages under each 
heading. 
Example : INST III 10 
INST indicates the "Institutional Questions" series ; 
III indicates the heading "Parliamentary Committee of 
the Association" ; 
10 indicates page 10. 
As indicated above, heading "I Decisions, Recommendations 
and other Acts of the Council of Association relating to 
customs matters and quotas" of the "Free movement of goods" 
series is subdivided into several parts, each of which is 
given a letter of the alphabet. The reference on the pages 
of this heading therefore includes, in addition to the 
three items described above, the letter of the alphabet 
inserted between the abbreviation indicating the heading and the 
Arabic numeral. 
Example : GOODS Ie 8 
GOODS indicates the "Free movement of goods" series 
I indicates the heading "I Decisions, Recommendations 
and other Acts of the Association Council relating 
to customs matters and quotas" ; 
e indicates part "(e) Elimination of quantitative 
restrictions on exports" ; 
8 indicates page 8. 
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Heading "I Association ApTeem~nt ann related texts" of 
the "General matters" s~ries contains the na~s relating to 
the "Agreement establishing an Association between the 'Surouean 
Economic Community and Greece", to its "Final Act", to the 
"Exchange of letters between the Presidents of the delegations of 
the Community and of Greece" in Athens on 9 ,July 1961, and to 
the "Information on the date of entry into force of the Agr~ement 
establishing an Association between the European Economic 
Community ann Greece". As these pages were ~ublisheo before this 
collection was drawn u~, they do not bear the complete reference 
in the right top corner but simply EEC/GREECE. The Arabic numeral 
of the uagination is given in the middle of the ~age. 
When it becomes necessary to amend a -page after an alteration 
has been made, a replacement leaf will be supplied. This will be 
marked at the bottom right-hand corner so that it may be distin-
guished from the page to be removed which appeared previously 
in the collect ion. Example : page GEN I 37 bears ''N ° 2" and 
"1 • 12 .1965" which means that the rrevious leaf has been replaced 
by a second leaf on 1.12.1965. 
References to show that an act is relateo to another 
are r,iven in foot-note form. 
Certain texts could appear in several places. They only 
appear in full in one nlace; in the other places there are 
cross-references enabling the act to be found. 
4. Tables 
At the beginning of each heading in the Compilation there 
is a table listing the titles of the acts recorded in it. It 
will be brought up to date at regular intervals. 
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As heading "I Decisions, Recommendations and other Acts 
of the Council of the Association relating to customs matters 
and quotas" of the "Free movement of goods" series is sub-
divided into several parts, there are as many tables as 
parts in this heading. 
0 
0 0 
In addition to this compilation, there are also the 
"European Communities" Collected Acts, the Compilation of 
Acts of the "Association between the European Economic 
Community and the African States and Madagascar associated 
with the Community" and the Compilation of Acts of the 
"Association between the European Economic Community and 
Turkey". 





I. Association Agreement and related texts 
II. Provisions within the Community relating to 
the Association Agreement 
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Title I : Principles . . . . . 
Title 11: Free movement of goods 
Chapter I : The customs union 
Section I - Elimination of customs duties between the Contracting Partic' 
Section 11 - Adoption by Greece of the Common Customs TariiT 
Chapter 11: Elimination of quantitative restrictions between the Contracting Part1c' 
Chapter Ill: Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Title Ill : Movement of persons and services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Title IV: Provisions relating to competition. taution and approximation of laws .. 
Title V: Economic policy . . . . . . . . 
Title VI: General and final provisions 
ANNEXES 
Annex I: List of articles currently manufactured in Greece and subject to the provisions of Article 15 
Annex 11: List of products referred to in Article 32 of the Agreement of Association . . . . . . . . 
A. Products listed in Annex 11 to the Treaty establishing the Community 
B. Products listed in Council Regulation No 7a of the Community adding certain products 
to the list m Annex 11 to the Treaty establishing the Community . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Annex Ill: List of agricultural products referred to in Article 37( I) of the Agreement of Association 
Annex IV: List of invisible transactions referred to in Article 61 of the Agreement of Association .. 
PROTOCOLS 
Protocol No I on public contracts . . . . 
Protocol No 2 on the application of Article 7 of the Agreement of Association 
Protocol No 3 on the levy provided for in Article 8 of the Agreement of Association 
Protocol No 4 on German internal trade and connected problems . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Protocol No 5 on aoods originating in or coming from third countries not parties to the Association. 
which are eligible for special customs treatment by reason of their origin or source . . . . . . . . . . 
Protocol No 6 on the special treatment to be accorded by Member States of the Community in their 
trade with Greece . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Protocol No 7 on certain suspended duties in the Greek Customs Tariff 
Protocol No 8 on the openinJ of certain tariff quotas by Greece 
Protocol No 9 on the lisc by Greece of American aid 
Protocol No 10 on amendments to the Common Customs Tariff 
Protocol No 11 on deposits currently required in Greece on imports of certain goods 
Protocol No 12 on Articles 12 and 37 of the Agreement of Auociation . . . . . . . . 
Protocol No I .l on the exportation to Greece of certain agricultural products of Member States of 
the Community . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Protocol No 14 on Greek exports of wine of fresh grapes and of grape must with fermentation ar-
rested by the addition of akohol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Protocol No IS on the importation of unmanufactured tobacco and tobacco refuse .. 
Protocol No 16 on the common agricultural policy for tobacco 



































• Th" ~a<:ument ( 00 2J7Jl wts out. for purpoon of <OII¥eRI<n«. the taille of coatcnt• ....,...t•nl the teKI of the AJrecment wh1ch wao puh-
l"hcd 1n I he four onpnallaniJU8.,.1R the Offi<lill Jourftlll 11( riU' l:.urope., Co-tit'J. The Enpob tnt of th•• A1recmen1 Will he ISSUN 
~r.tralely 
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Protocol No I!! on the eKportati<'n to the Community of certain Greek agrkultural product~ . . . . 
Protocol No 19 Financial Protocol 
ProtOl·ol No 20 on trade between Greece and the ovcr,ca~ c.ountrics and tcrritones associated with 
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UIS MI\Jf'STY THF KIN•, OF Till· BELGIANS. 
TIU: PRESIDFNT Of- TtU f"HH-.RAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY. 
THJ PRF~tnFNT or THF • RF\;CH REPUBI.IC. 
Tiff PRI-SIDFNl Of- THI ITA Ll.o\N REPUBLJ~' 
HFR ROYAl HIGIINF.SS THE GRAND DUCHESS OF LUXEMBOURG. 
IIF.R MMI-:~1'" Tiff Ql!FP< n~- THE NETIIERLANDS. 
TUf. C'Ol'NC:I 0. .:nfF 1-1 'IH)IiEAN lTONOMIC COMMUNITY. 
tfiS MA_IESTY ~Ill Kl'llr; or THE HELLENES. 
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PFTH~ 'AI!"'J'l' '" ~'""li<., ever closer bonds between the Greek people and the ,.copl~ hrouj!h. 11• 
t'l'lhrt' r!l t.,r l"•.trc•l'l<'1~1 Fronomi~ C'ommunity: 
1'.1'~>01 VEil'' ~~"ur.: '' continuous improvement in livi .. conditions in Greece and in the FnrnJ'Cat• 
1.-.. nomr.: C<•""munit~ tltrou11h accelerated economic: propeu and the harmcmions r'ltJIIInsion of trad~. 
a•"t ,,. •c:r!"c" rh~ dt'!lllnty het~·een the Greek economy and the economies of the Hemher State~ nf tht 
i "M"lUrit\ 
'141 !'fl )1-l"l nf lh~ Sf't'l'tal Pflthlcm, pmented by the deftlopment or the Greek I'Conom~: 
PI :·nciNI7l'-'fl th:•t the support aiven by the Eur~n Economic: Community to the efforn of the 
(iro·d I"''plr In imf"'''t' thetr standard of'livillll will facilitate the Accession nfGrcece to the Commu 
"'" a: 1 later d.1tc. • 
RI ~·H.Vl:O If' ~Vnerve and atrenathen peace and liherty by joint punuit of the ideals underlyin(lthr 
I.,.,.,:-' C'IAhli•.l,in~ rht t'.utopean Economic: Community; 
11 "Vf r>J:CIOI'O ru conclude an A.,.ment •tablilhina an Association between the F.uropean F.cnn 
1•tnu· Community 3nd Oreece in ac:corcWtc:e with Article :!311 of the Traaty e11tahli~hi"' the Euro.,an 
b.:nn,Jnlo~ CnrnmunJt). and to this end hne deaianated as their Plenipotentiarie~~· 
lfl!\ M,\JESTY THF KING OF THF BELGIANS: 
Mr Paul Henri SPL'IL. !'ll!pu1) Prime Minkter and Minister for Foreip Afl'ain; 
THE PRF.SIDFNT OF TliF. f:F.or:R Al. Rf.PUIILIC Of' GERMANY: 
Dr Ocbhard !leelm. Amht15Sidor to Athelllo: 
l'llf. Pltl'.SIOF.NT Of' lHf. 1-RENCII REPUBLIC: 
Mr Maurice Cou¥e de t.fn"Villr. Mini~ter for Foreitn Alfain: 
THf PRESIDF.NTOF THE ITAUAN RFPlJBLIC: 
Mr l·.mihl' Colomho. Mini~tt'r fw Industry and Commcn:e: 
HER ROYAL tfiGUNJ:SS TtfL GRAND DUCHESS OF LUXEMBOURG: 
Mr F.uJ!Cne Sc:hau~. ,.11:i: ••resident ur the (jo¥emment and Miniltet for Fantp AI'Falra: 
HER MAJF.STV Ttll: Ql'FF.N or THF. NfTIIF.RI.ANDS: 
Or U R. van Houten. Secretary nfState fnr Forcian Affain: 
THE COUNCIL OF THf-EiiROPE.~N ECONOMIC COMMUNITY: 
Prof Dr Ludw~ F-•hlltd. Pret.ideftt in Office of the Council of the EIII'OIIIIft Economic: Comlllllftlty, 
Vtc:e Chancellor and Mlnlltll' ror Etononl'tc A train o(the Pederal Rapulllic: of a-y: 
HIS MAJEST V THE KING OF THE HELLENES: 
Mr P. Kane1ro,ou101. Vier-President or the Council oUtiniltln; 
Mr A. PrOiopa,.SUil. t.tinilter for Co-ordination: 
Mr E. Averaf'·T011izza, Mift.ter for"Forcip Af'l'ain: 
WHO, M'filra P.XCMnpdlheir Full Powen. found In 10011 and .... l'ora, 
HAVE AOREED AS FOLLOWS: 
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By this Agreement an Association is established between 
the Europum Economic Community and Greece. 
Article 2 
I. The aim of this Agreement of Association is to prom 
ote the continuous and balanced strengthening of trade 
and economic relations between the Parties. while taking 
full account of the need to ensure an accelerated develop 
ment of the Greek economy and to improve the level of 
emrloyment and the living eonditions of the Greek peo 
plc. 
2. l.n llrdrr to attain the ohje~:tives set out in paragraph 
I. the As~oci:uion shall entaiL as provided in this A~ree 
ment and in accordance with the timetable set out 
therein: 
(a) the establishment of a customs union: 
lhl the rromotion of joint measures by the Parties and 
harmnni1ation of their policies in the fi~lds men 
tlllnrd in this Agrt'Cment: • 
(c) the mak10g a~ailahle to the Greek·economy. within 
the framework of the Financial Protocol to this 
A~reement. of rt!ltl\lrcell which will assist it to deve 
lup at a higher rate. 
ArtlcleJ 
To ensure the implementation and pr.otressive develop 
ment of the Association, the Contractina Partin ahall 
meet in a Council or Aaaoc:iation, which ahall act within 
the powers conferred upon it by this Aareernent. 
Artlclr4 
The Contraclina Partlea ahall take all appropriate meaa· 
urea, whether aeneral or pertieular, to 1111ure the fulfil 
rnent of the obliptlons arisina out of this Aareement. 
They ahall refrain from any meaure which could jeop-
ardiae the attainment of the objectl¥11 ot this Aareement. 
Artle".S 
I. Within the field or applicaliCift of thia Aaretment and 
without prejudice to any special provltionl contained 
therein, the Conttac:tina Parties lhall not practile or 
tolerate My dilc:rimination on arou'* ot nationality to 
tile prejudice o( natural persona who .,. national• or one 
o( the CCiftttac:tinl Parties and are eatabliahed in the ••-
ritory cl another Contractina Party. 
~- C:::ompanieol or firms formed under the law ot a Mnl· 
. a.1~ f1l the Community or of Greect _. hawilla 
,_., Nlfstered oii"ICC, central adminiatratiCift or principal 
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place of husiness in the territory of one of the (\mtra...-: 
ing Parties. shall. for the purposes of paragraph I. he.· 
treated as natural persons. 
'Companies or firms' means companies or firm!i ,.,..nst; 
tuted under civil or commercial law. including l:tlOpcr:: 
tive societies, and other legal persons governed by puhli~ 
or private law. save for those which are non-profit mak 
ing. 
3. The Council of Association shall. where nen~sar~ 
take the appropriate decisions to bring an end to the dl\ 
crimination referred to in this Article. 
TITLt; 11 
FREE MOVEMENT OF GOOnS 
Article6 
The Association shall be hased upon a rustoms unior. 
which. save as otherwise provided in this Agreement. 
shall cover all trade in goods and which shall involn 
the prohibition between Member States of the Cnmmuni 
ty and C. recce of customs duties on imports and ex1'<1rts 
and of all charge~ having equivalent effect. and the adop 
tion by Greece nf the Common Customs Tariff ,,f the 
Community in it!l relations with third countries. 
Save as otherwise provided in this Agreement. the transi 
tional period for attainment of the customs union shall 
be twelve years. 
Article 7 
I. Chapter I, Section I. and Chapter .11 of this Title shall 
apply: 
(a) to goods produced in Member Statea of the Commu· 
nity or in Greece. ineludina thole wholly or pertially 
obtained or produced from products comina from 
third eountriea which are in r.- circulation in Mem-
ber States or in Greece; 
(b) to 1ooc1a comina from third countrin which are in 
free circulation in Member Statn or in Greece. 
2. Product• comina from third countrila ahallbe conlid-
._. to be in free circulatiCift la Mtmblr Slat• or In 
Greece if the import formalities. have .._. complied with 
and any cuatonw·•tlea or charpl ha•ina equivalent ef. 
feet which are pey.._ have been levlld in the Member 
Statea or in Greece, and if they have not beaelited from a 
total or partial drawback of auch •ilia, or chupa. 
A.l:Uo~ 8 
1. Cbapter I, saeUon I, ant Chapter II of thie 
!Ule whall 11ke1riee appl.J' to &OGd• obtained or 
pl'04v.Oed in Meliber Stat• .of • t\JolaDNni ty or in Ql!eeoe, tn the IHZlUfacture of which were . used 
prod.ucta coming trom third countriee and not in 
tree circulation either in Member State• or in 
Greece. These provisiona shall, howeve!r, app~.7 
to those goods only if the exporting State chargee 
a levr, the rate ot which is a percenta.le of the 
dutiee laid down in the Common Customs !&rift for 
third country p:roducte Wled in ctheir manufacture. 
!bie percentage, fixed by th~ Council of 
.&a•ociation for each of euch periods ae it lliQ" 
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determine, shall be based on the tariff reducti~n 
,ranted on those goods in the importing State. 
The Council of Association shall also lay down 
the rules for the levy, taking into account the 
relevant rules in force in trade between !.iember 
States. 
2. Where the relevant rules are ~ended in 
respect of trade between i.Iember States, the Council 
of Association shall lay down the new provisions 
applicable between the Contracting Parties. 
Article 9 
The Contracting Parties shall determine 
the methods of administrative co-operation to 
be used in implementi~g Article 7 and 8, 
taking into account the methods adopted by 
the Community with regard to trade between 
Member States. 
Article 10 
1. If either Contracting Party considers 
that differences arising from the application 
to imports of customs duties, quantitative 
restrictions or any measures having equivalent 
effect, or from any otner measure of commercial 
policy, threaten to deflect trade or to cause 
economic difficulties in its territory, it may 
bring the matter before the Council of 
Association, which shall, if necessary, 
recommend appropriate methods for avoiding any 
harm liable to result therefrom. 
2. Where deflection• occur or economic difficultia ariM 
and the Party concerned consiliera that they call for 
immediate action, that Pany may itaelf take the necea-
sary protective meuurea, and shall notify the Council or 
Association thereof without delay; the Council of Aaao-
ciation may ~ide whether the Party concerned shall 
amend or abolish those meuurea. 
3. In the choice of ~uch measures Jlrefercncc shall be 
given to those which least disturb the operation of this 
A~reement and the normal development nf trade. 
4. Before the end of the first year after the entry into 
force of this Aareement, however, each Contractina Par-
ty may draw up a list of aoods which tall within the cate-
gory mentioned in Anicle 7 (I) (b) and in relation to 
which it conaiders that. by reason of disparities in cus-
toms duties, deflection of trade is likely to occur. so that 
11 cannot immediately apply Chapter I. Section 1 or 
Chapter 11 of this Title. These lists shall be forwarded to 
theCnunci.l of Association which shall review them per 
IOtllcall\' w1th 11 view to their pror.ressive aholition. 
Article I I 
Durmg the transitiunal period laid down in Article fl. thr 
Contracting Parties shall. in so far as may be necessary 
lnr the proper functionina of the AsiOCiation. take steps 
In .approximate their provisions laid down by law. reau· 
latum or administrative action in reapect of cuatoma 
matters. taking into account the approximations already 
effected hy the Member States of the Comnmn;ty. 
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Charter I 
The cuatoms union 
SECTION I 
Eliminltion ot· c1111oma dui._ between the Contractint Partlel 
Artlclt 11 
·1 he Contracting Parties shall refram from introducing 
between themselves any new customs duties on imports 
or exports or any charaea havina equivalent ef'f'eQt, and 
from increasina thote which they alread)· apply in their 
trade with each other at the date of entry into force nf 
th1s Agreement. 
Article IJ 
Customs duties on impons and charaes having equi· 
valent effect, in force between Member States of the 
Community and Greece, shall be proareaaively abolished 
inaccordancewithAnicla 14and IS. 
Article 14 
I. For each product, the buic duty on which Member 
Stata of the Community are to apply the succasive 
reductiona, shall be the duty applied on I January 195 7, 
in conformity with Anicle 14 (I) of the Treaty establish· 
ina the Community. 
2. For each product, the buic duty on which Greece is 
to apply to succeuive reduction• shall be the duty ac-
tually applied in reapect of Member Statea at the date of 
entry into force of this Aareement. 
3. The timetable for the reductions to be cffc~tcd by thl' 
Contracting Partic~ shall bc as follows: the li1st rcilul: 
tion shall be made on the entry into force of this \grce 
ment. The second, third. fourth. fifth. sixth and seventh 
reductions shall be made at intervals of eighteen rmmth' 
thereafter. The eighth and subsequent reductions shall be 
made each year thereafter. 
4. Each reduction shall be made by lowering the basi.: 
duty on each product by 10% 
5. In no case. however. shllll the custom~ dut·c~ or 
charaes having equivale11t rlkct which Memh•·r 'itatc~ 
apply in respect of Greece be lower than tho~r h'hich 
they aprly between themselves. 
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A rticf• 15 
I. Notwithstanding Artidc fo and Article 14 (3) and (JI. 
Greece shall, in respect or the taritT headings listctl in 
Annex I to this Agreement r,,r which an extended tr.ms1 
tional period appears nccess111 y. n:Ju1:c as folic m s. owr 
a transitiOnlll reriod of twenty twn years. the baSIC du 
ties in respect nf Member States or the Community. 
A reduction of 5% on each duty shall be applied on the 
entry into force of this Aareement. Three further reduc 
tions, each of 5%. shall be made at interval~ of thirty 
months thereafter. 
The duties thus reduced shall cnnstitute the basic dutie~ 
on which the subsequent red11ctions arr to be mndl from 
the end of the tenth year, in Rccordance wtth the time 
table and conditions laid down in Article 14 (31 an•t 141. 
2. Greece may, durinathe lint two years of applicatmn 
of this Aarccment, and up tu the equivalent of J% hy 
value of its imports from the Community in 1958, amc11d 
the list in Annex I: however. the total ~alue of that lis1 at 
1958 priers shall not he exceeded. 
The reductions of duty on products initially subject w 
the tariff reductions in Article 14 and subsequently 
tranlf'erred to the liat in Annex I ahall be proviaionally 
maintained. 
As reaards products initially includld in that list and 
subsequently removed therefrom, Greece shall apply 
immediately the tariff reductions already made punuant 
to Articfe 14. 
Article 16 
I. lrt'tlpectlve of the provlaions Gf Artlcla 14 and 15, a 
Contrac:tlna Party may 1111pend in whole or In part the 
collection of dutiea applied by it to producta imported 
from the other Contractina Party; the latter ahall be in-
formed of such measures. 
2. Each Contractina Party declarel ita readinen to re-
duce its cuatorna dutiea in trade with the other Contract-
in& Party more rapidly than is provided for in Articlel 
14 and 15 if its general economic situation and the situa 
tion of the economic sector concerned so permit. The 
Council or Association shall make recommendations to 
this end. 
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Article 17 
I. Articles 12 to 16 shall also apply to customs duties of 
a fiscal nature. 
2. On the entry into force of this Agreement the Member 
States of the Community and Greece ~o~hall inform the 
Council of Association of their customs duties or a fiscal 
nature. 
3. The Member States and Greece shall retain the right 
to substitute for these customs duties of a fiscal naturo.: 
an internal tax which complies with the prO\·ision•. nf 
Article 53. 
4. If the Council of Association finds that substitutiou 
for any customs duty of a fiscal nature meets with scr 
ious difficulties in Greece, it shall authorize that country 
to retain the duty on condition that it shall abolish it not 
l11tcr than six yean after the entry into force of th;, 
• Attreement. 
Such authorization muat be requeated within two months 
of the date of entry into force of this Aarccment. < ireecc 
may provisionally continue to apply such a duty until a 
decision has been taken by the Council of Association 
Article lB 
I. Notwithstandina Articles 6, 12 and 14 and with a 
v1ew to promotina the creation of new activities c:ontri 
butina to the country's economic: development and im 
proving the level of employment and livina conditions or 
the Orcck people, Greece may, durina the transitional 
period laid down in Article 6, reintroduce, increase or 
impose custom" duties on imports. 
Theae meaauna may be taken on condition that they arc 
necesaary for prntectina and for promotina the develop-
ment of a pro.:ruin~e induatry which did not eaiat in 
Greeee at the da .... uf entry into force of this Aa,.ment. 
They ahall be 3pplied only in reaptct of a specific branch 
of production. 
2. Tariff' meaaurea or the kind dllcrlbed In ..,..,.ph I 
ahall not, for any of the tarifl' t.dinp which they affect, 
raise the duty on imports from the Community to more 
than 2S'Jft tu/ Wllorem. 
Tarifl' meaaures taken pun•nt to thia Article muat not 
affect imports ola value ••ceedina in ...,...te IOW. of 
Oreek imports from the Community in 1951. For each 
ol the producta affected by auch tarifl' mcuurea the 
amount which it to be imputed to the agrepte value of 
I~ ..... be bald on import• of that product rrom the 
Cbmmunity in 1951. 
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Unless th.: Coun.:al of A··"'''':tti011 uccidcs ot!ll'rwi~c. 
such measures shall not apph f\11· more than nine years. 
J. Grce~c !>hall notify the Council of Association of the 
measures which it propo~es to take; the Counctl may 
make appropriate recommendation~ in respect tht·reof if 
the rules and conditions set out in paragraph I arc not 
complied with. 
4. On expiration of the penod of validity of each of the 
mc..·.ures taken pursuant to this Artidc. the dut)' applinl 
shall he aholished if no such duty prc\ iou'l} l'- "''''!. or 
reduced to its former level if an exi~tin!! Jut) had he•:n 
increased. In tht• lattt•r event tlv: duty shall again rn·om·: 
subject to the' rules for tariO reductions which \H'rc ap 
plicable to it. lt shall be abolished hy the end uf the •rar: 
sitional period laid down in Article 15 at the latest. 
Greece may suspend the apnlication of A rticlc 20 dnnn)! 
the period of validity of eaclt nf thc measures taken pm 
suant to the preceding paraP.raphs. and in respect of the 
product~ affected h~· thcst! mca,ures. The Common ('u, 
toms Tarill dntt>~s in rc~p!';:t of tlw products alli:ct ·d 
shall, hnwcwr. he applied in full hy the tl:ttc on \\ ln:h 
the duties against Meinher States arc aholished in rc!.[lr··~ 
of thoc;e products. 
5. The Council of Association mav decide that the 
measures open to Greer.e under nara!!r:tPh I may· 
(a) be extended beyond the tr;msiti(ln·•l f'\Crind laid down 
in Artidc 6: 
(b) include tariff measures which go neyond tlu: limit of 
10% laid down in paragraph 2 of this Article: 
(cl include the option of reintroducing quotas. instead of 
increasing or impclsina duties. provided that the qufl 
ta is fixed at not less than 60% of import~ of the 
aoods in question frnm Member States nf the Corn 
munity in the pr~~eeding year. The value of imports 
from Mernher Stales. in 19~8. of the products affect 
ed by these quotll messures shall he imputed to the 
aaarl!llate value: mentioned in parattraph 2 of this 
Article. 
The Council of Asaociatlon ahall lay down the rules for 
such meaaures and the conditions for their abolition. 
6. Tariff meaaures taken by Gr~e purauant to the 
above provisions shall in no cue have the effect of rais 
ina the dutiea on Greek imports from Member States 
above the level of the dutlft on Greek importa from third 
countriea. 
7. The provisions or this Article shall not apply to the 
products liated in Annex I to thia A.,eement. 
Artlcl~ 19 
The Member Stata or the Community and Greece shall. 
at the latat four yeara after the date or entry into force or 
this A.,eement, aboliah between thenuelva cuatoms 
dutiel on export• and cha11es havina equivalent effect. 
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SECTION 11 
Adoption by Greece of the Common Customs Tariff 
Article 10 
I. The Greek Customs Tariff shall be aligned on the 
Common Customs Tariff during the transitional period 
laid down in Article b on the bas1s of the duties actually 
applied by Greece in respect of third countrie!o at the 
date of entry into force of this Agreement, and in accord-
ance with the following rules: 
(a) in the case of tariff headings on which the duties ac-
tually applied by Greece at the date of entry into 
force of this Agreement dr> not differ by more than 
15% either way from the dutaes in the Common Cus-
toms Tariff, the latter duties shall be applied from 
the date of the third reduction of customs duties 
provided for in Article 14; 
(b) in any other case Greece shall, as from the same 
date, apply duties reducing by 30% the difference 
between the duty actually applied at the date of entry 
into force of this Agreement and the duty in the 
Common Customs Tariff; 
(c) this difference shall be reduced by a further 30% on 
the occasion of the sixth reduction of customs duties 
provided for in Article 14; 
(d) the Common Customs Tariff shall be applied in its 
entirety when the tenth reduction of customs duties 
provided for in Article 14 is applied. 
2. Notwithstanding paragraph I Greece shall, for the 
products listed in Annex I to this Agreement, ahgn its 
customs tariff during the transitional period laid down in 
Article 15, in accordance with the following rules: 
(a) seven and a half years after the date of the entry into 
force of this Agreement, reduce by not less than 20% 
the difference between the duties actually applied at 
that date and the duties in the Common Customs 
Tariff; 
(b) in the case of tariff headings on which the duties re-
sulting from the application of subparagraph (a) of 
this paf81raph do not differ by more than 15% either 
way from the duties in the Common Customs Tariff, 
the latter duties shall be applied from the beginning 
of the fourteenth year; 
in any other case Greece shall, as from the same 
date, apply duties reducing by 30% the difference 
between the duties resulting from the application of 
subparagraph (a) and the duties in the Commoa1 
Customs Tariff; 
this difference shall be reduced by a further 30% at 
the bqinning of the eighteenth year; 
. / 
the Common Customs Tariff shall be applied in its 
entirety at the end of the twenty-second year. 
3. In the case of particular products making up not 
more than 5% of the total value of its imports in 1958, 
Greece may, after consultation in the Council of Asso-
ciation, defer until the end of the transitional period laid 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1979 
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down in Article 15 the reductions of duties in respect of 
third countries laid down in the foregoing paragraphs. 
In the case of particular products making up not more 
than 3% of the total value of its imports in 1,8, Greece 
may, after consultation in the Council of Association, 
retain, after expiry of the transitional period laid down in 
Article 15 customs duties in respect of third countries 
which are higher than those in the Common Customs 
Tariff. 
Retention of a customs duty higher than that m the 
Common Customs Tariff must not, however, prejudice 
the free movement of goods within the Association. 
In the event of an accelerated alignment of its customs 
tariff with the Common Customs Tariff, Greece hereby 
undertakes to make no substantial change in the scope of 
the procedures of this Agreement and to take into ac 
count Community practice in this field. 
As regards the products listed in Annex I. no such at·ce-
leration may take place before the end of the twelfth year 
from the entry into force of this Agreement, unless prior 
authorization has been given by the Council of Associa-
tion. 
4. As regards duties which have been authorized pur-
suant to Article 17 ( 4), Greece need not apply the provi 
sions of paragraphs I arid 2 of this Art1cle. On expiry of 
the authorization, Greece shall apply the duties provided 
for therein. 
Artide11 
I. To facilitate the importation of particular goods from 
countries with which Greece has concluded bilateral 
trade agreements, Greece may, with the prior authoriza-
tion of the Council of Association, grant tariff quotas at 
reduced or zero rates of duty, if the functioning of the 
agreements with those countries is substantially affected 
by the application of this Agreement. 
2. In no case may the duty under a tariff quota be lower 
than that applied in practice by Greece on imports from 
the Community. 
Chapter 11 
EUmination of quantitative restrictions between the Con-
tractina Parties 
Article22 
Quantitative restrictions on imports and all measures 
having equivalent effect shall, without prejudice to the 
following provisions, be prohibited between the Con-
tracting Parties. 
Artkle 21 
I. The Contracting Parties shall refrain from introduc-
ing between themselves any new quantitative restrictions 
on imports or measures having equivalent effect. 
No ") 
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This obligation shall. howner. apply only: 
(a) in respect of Member States of the Community, to 
the dapee of liberalization which they haft COIIIO!i-
dated between themselves: 
(b) in respect c:-i Greece, to 6()11(, of its imports on private 
account from Member States in the rd'erence year 
1958 The percentacc shall be increased to 75CJ& and 
80'\, of the abovementioncd imports five and ten 
vears respectively after the date of entry into force of 
this Agreement. On the latter date Greece will en 
deavour to attain a higher degree or liberalization. 
which shall be consolidated in relation to Member 
States. · 
2 On the entry into force of this Agreement. Member 
States shall forward to Greece the liberalization lists 
which they have consolidated between themselves: these 
hsts shall also be consolidated in relation to Greece. 
3. One year after the date of entry into force of this 
Agreement Greece sball supply a list of liberalized prod-
ucts tv the Commission of the Community. This list 
shall be consolidated in respect of the Member States. At 
the end or the fifth and tenth years- Greece shall supply 
the Commission with further lists of products which arc 
tn be consolidated in respect of the Member States. 
4. Greece may reintroduce quantitative restrictions on 
1mport' of products which have been liberalized but not 
con~oltdated pursuant to this Article. However. on rein-
trodu~:tion of these restriction!: Greece s11all open global 
quotas to Member States equal 'to at least 75CJ& of im-
ports from the Community during the year preceding 
that remtroduction. Article 2t. (4) of this Agreement 
shall apply to these quotas. 
5. In no case may Greece apply to Member States a 
treatment less favourable than that accorded to third 
countries. 
Article U 
lrt their trade with one another the Contracting Parties 
shall refrain from making more restrictive the import 
quotas and measures having equivalent effect e~tisting at 
the date of the entry into force of this Agreement. 
A rticle 2.5 
J_ Member States of the Community shall abolish quan-
titative restrictions on imports from Greece in accord-
ance w1th the provisions of the followi111 paraaraphs: 
2. One year after the entry into force of this .Apeement 
Member States shall open to Greece. in respect of prod-
ucts which have not been liberalized. quotas correapoad-
in& to thole contained in bilateral qreements e~tistin& at 
that date. or faililll that, CCHieapondilll to the level of 
imports from Greece in the rsm year of implementation 
of this Aareement-
Updating supplement· 31 December 1979 
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3. Three years after the entry into force of this Agree-
ment Member States shall inereuc the quotas so es· 
tabliahed by not less than I ()C)(, of the total amount the:e-
offor the preceding year. The amount shall be increased 
annually in the same proportion in relation to the preced-
ina year. 
With effect from the eleventh year after the entry into 
force of this Agreement. each quota shall be increased 
every eighteen months over that of the preceding period 
by not less than 20CJ&. 
4. Where. in the cue of a product which has not been lib 
eratized. there have been no imports mto Member States 
from Greece in the first year of application of this Agree 
ment. the rules for opening and increasing quotas shall 
be drawn up by mutual agreement. 
S. All quantitative restrictions applied by Member 
States to imports from Greece shall be abolished not 
later than twenty-two years after the entry into force of 
this Agreement. 
Article 16 
L Greece shall abolish quantitative restrictions on 1m 
ports from Member States of the Community in accord 
ance with the provisions of the following paragraphs. 
2. One year after the entry into force of this Agreement 
global quotas available without discrimination to Mem-
ber States shall be opened for imports of products not 
liberalized in Greece. The amount of these quotas shall 
be equal to that of imports from Member States in the 
preceding year. 
3. Where, in respect of a product which has not been 
liberalized, imports from Member States in the first year 
after the entry into force of this Agreement amount to 
less than 7CJ& of total imports of that product, a quota 
equal to 7CJ& of those imports shall be opened one year 
after the entry into force of this Agreement. 
4. Three years after the entry into force of this Agree-
ment Greece shall increase the aagregate of global quo-
tas ao opened by not less than IOCJ& over tbc amount there· 
of for the JftcediJia year. This amount sball be increased 
BDDually in the I8IIIC proportion in relation to the pre-
ceding year. 
S. With effect from the eleventh year after the entry into 
force of this Agreement each quota shall be increased 
every eighteen months by not less than 20% in relation 
to the prec:eding period. 
6. Where, in reapect of a product which has not been 
liberalized. there have been no ilbfiOI ts inw ( !'tiC· e · "" 
fnt year of application of this Apeanent, the rules f,..r 
openiDa and increaaina quotu ahall be laid down bv 
mutual qreement. 
no 2 
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7. If the Council of Association finds that during two 
successive yean the imports of any product which has 
not been liberalized have been below the level of the quo-
ta opened, that quota shall not be taken into account in 
calculating the total value of the global quotas. In such 
case Greece shall abolish quota restrictions on imports 
of such products from Member States. 
8. All quantitative restrictions on imports into Greece 
shall be abolished not later than twenty-two years after 
the entry into force of this Agreement. 
Article 27 
Member States of the Community and Greece shall, at 
the latest. by the end of the transitional period laid down 
in Article 6, abolish all measures having an effect equi-
valent to quotas. The Council of Association shall re-
commend the progressive adjustments to be made during 
this period, taking into account provisions adopted be-
tween Member States. 
The Contracting Parties shall supply each other as soon 
as possible, and not later than six months after the entry 
into force of this Agreement, with all information in their 
possession as to measures having an effect equivalent to 
quotas. 
Article 28 
I. Quantitative restrictions on exports, and all measures 
having equivalent effect, shall be prohibited between the 
Contracting Parties. 
The Member States of the Community and Greece shall, 
by the end of the transitional period laid down in Article 
6 at the latest. abolish between themselves all quantita-
tive restrictions on exports and any measures having 
equivalent effect. 
2. Notwithstanding paraaraph I and in respect of buic 
products, Greece may, after consultation in the Council 
of Association, retain or introduce restrictionl on ex-
ports of buic products to the extent nece118rJ to pro-
mote the development of apecif'te NCton ol the Greek 
economy or to meet any •bortaae olbuic: foocktafr1. 
In that event, 9reece ahall open for Member Stat. a 
global quota which taka into account exparts in 
previous years and the normal development ol trade re-
sulting from the establilhment ola C1lltoiM union. 
.. ,..29 
Each ContnctiJII Party declara Ill re"n n ID lboHih 
quntitative restric:tica OB ....,.... from ad..,.... &o 
the other ContaKti&a PM,...,....-., dil3ll 11 ...,...._ 
ed for in die pnc 1' 1 Afticlll. W lis ...... ---~ 
situMial ud the lk-«m Ill ..... Rlie ...., ... 
cerned 10 permit. To ca.-. 1111 eo.cil t11 A•a r'ntw 
shall mnte NCG-m• Nlioalmdle Ccaiaa...,......, 
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ArtlcleJO 
The provisions of the preceding Articles shall not pre-
clude prohibitions or restrictions on imports, exports or 
goods in transit justified on grounds of public morality. 
public policy or public security; the protection of health 
and life of humans, animals, or plants; the protection of 
national treasures possessing artistic, historic or ar-
chaeological value; or the protection of industrial and 
commercial property. Such prohibitions or restrictions 
shall not. however, constitute a means of arbitrary dis-
crimination or a disguised restriction on trade between the 
Contracting Parties. 
Artlc/eJJ 
I. The Contracting Parties shall progressively adjust 
any State monopolies of a commercial character so as to 
ensure that when the transitional period laid down in 
Article IS has ended no discrimination reprding the 
conditions under which goods are procured and market-
ed exists between nationals of Member States of the 
Community and nationals of Greece. 
The provisions of this Article shall apply to any body 
through which a Member State or Greece, in law or in 
fact, either directly or indirectly supervises, determines 
or appreciably influences imports or exports. These 
provisions shall also apply to monopolies delegated by 
the State to others. 
2. The Contracting Parties shall refrain from introduc-
ina any new measure which is contrary to the principles 
laid down in paragraph l or which restricts the scope of 
the Articles dealiftl with the abolition ol cuatoms duties 
and quantitative restrictions between the Contractina 
Parties. 
3. If a product is subject to a State monopoly of a com-
mercial character or a monopoly delepted by the State, 
in one or more Member States, the timetable for the 
masures provided for in penpaph 1 nil be harmon-
ized with the abolition ol quantitative •trictiona in res-
pect of the •me producta, aa prow kW for in Article 25 
ol thia_Ap-eement. 
4. The proeedurlll and the timemble in ~ with 
which the Greet monopolY. -tioned in this Article 
are to be ...,_... and the bluriert to tnde are to be low-
ered by Member Stata, 111111 be laid ciDn by the Coun-
cil ol Allockion not lat« thu two yean after the entry 
into forceolthia A....-.lt. 
Until the Coacil ol Allociadon IMas the decWon 
provided for iD the .,.....,. .......,..... .. ....,., 
lt8tea lhnJl ...,ey to PIULUI wldcll are ...,.. tD a 
....,..,.-, 111 ONece tile tNM ., rat. llid down ror lite 
...,...._ ftoom third COWIIIIIw. 
5 .......... '1 •• - .... eo. ..... Plrtill ..... 
---- IDeofar•• .. ::: 1 I .. with niat· 
... illta'DidaMI .......... 
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. 6. The provisions of the foregoing paragraphs shall not 





The Association shall extend to agriculture and trade in 
agricultural products. 
'Agricultural pro~ucts' means the products listed in 
Annex 11 to the Treaty establishing the Community, as 
at present supplemented in accordance with Article 38 
(3) of the Treaty. These products are listed in Annex 11 to 
this Agreement. 
Save as otherwise provided in Articles 33 to 43, this 
Agreement shall apply to agricultural products. 
Article33 
The functioning and development of the Association in 
respect of agricultural products shall be accompanied by 
progressive harmonization of the agricultural policies of 
the Community and of Greece. 
In establishing the common agricultural policy the 
Community shall take due account of the special situa-
tion, potential and interests of Greek agriculture. 
The purpose of harmonization shall be to ensure equality 
of treatment between products of Member States and like 
products of Greece on the markets of the Contracting 
Parties. taking into account the objectives set out in Arti-
cle 39 of the Treaty establishing the Community. 
fhe agricultural policies of the Community and of 
Greece shall be harmonized in accordance with Articles 
35 and 36 by the end of the transitional period laid down 
in Article 15 at the latest. 
Article 34 
I. For the purpose of implementing Article 33 (2), 
(irecl c shall supply the Community with all relevant 
inform:.~tion regarding its agricultural policy, and the 
~pt;cial situation, potential and interests of Greek agri-
culture. 
• 
2. The Community shall inform Greece of proposals 
eoncerning the common agricultural policy submitted by 
thr C'rnnmission to other organs of the Community and 
of the opinions and decisions of those other organs with 
regard to such proposals. 
The Council of Association shall decide: 
what agricultural information is to be supplied by the 
. Community to Greece after common organizations of 
• •. · the market have replaced the national organizations; 
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- what agricultural information is to be supplied by 
Greece to the Community; 
- the dates on which such information is to be supplied. 
3. Consultations on the Commission's proposals and on 
the measures contemplated by the Community and 
Greece in agriculture shall take place within the Council 
of Association. 
Article35 
As soon as the Community has declared that the basic 
provisions for implementing the common agricultural 
policy in respect of a particular product have been laid 
down, for the Community, for all or part of the transi-
tional period. and as soon as Greece has declared its 
readiness to undertake harmonization, the Council of 
Association shall decide on: 
- the conditions under which such harmonization is to 
be carried out; 
- the conditions under which restrictions on trade be-
tween the Community and Greece are to be abol-
ished; 
- the conditions under which Greece is to introduce the 
Common Customs Tariff. 
Iri determining these conditions the Council of Associa-
tion shall be guided by the principles of the market or-
ganization adopted by the Community for the product in 
question. 
'Article 36 
I. If the Community declaration referred to in Article 
35 relates to the laying down of the basic provisions for 
implementing the common agricultural policy for the 
whole of the transitional period, the Council of Associa-
tion shall, within two years of that declaration, lay down 
the rules which will apply to trade in the product in ques-
tion between the Contracting Parties at the end of that 
two-year period if no decision as provided for in Article 
35 is takenjn the meantime. 
If no such rules are laid down by the Council of Associa-
tion, the Contracting Parties shall be free at the end of 
that period to take any measure which they consider 
appropriate, provided that the rules applied to trade in 
the product in question are at least as favourable as 
those applied to imports from States receiving general 
most -favoured-nation treatment. 
If the provisions to which the Community's declaration 
relate are implemented before the end of the two-year 
period, the Council of Association shall take the neces-
sary measures to maintain existing import openings for 
the product in question until the end of that period. 
2. If the declaration by the Community referred to in 
Article 35 relates to the laying down of the basic provi-
sions for the implementation of the common qritultural 
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policy for a part of the transitional period, the Council of 
Association shall. within cine year of that declaration, 
lay down the rules which will apply to trade in the product 
in question between the Contracting Parties after the end 
of that period if no decision as provided for in Article 35 
(I) is taken in th'! meantime. 
If no such rules are laid down by the Council of Associa-
tion. the Contracting Parties shall be free at the end of 
that period to take any measure which they consider 
appropriate. provided that the rules applied to trade in 
the produc1 in question are at least as favourable a.'l 
those applied to imports from States receiving general 
most-favoured-nation treatment. 
If the provis1ons referred to in the Community's declara-
tion are implemented before the end of the one-year 
period, the Council of Association shall take the neces-
sary measures to maintain existing import openings for 
U.e product In question until the end of that period. 
3. Expiry of the periods laid down in the above para-
graphs shall not prevent the Council of Association from 
taking a decision as provided for in Article 35. 
Article37 
I. In anticipation of harmonization of the agricultural 
policies of the Community and Greece, the Contracting 
Parties shall apply to each other, in respect of the prod-
ucts listed in Annex 11 to this Agreement, the general 
rules for the abolition of customs duties, import quotas, 
and ('barges and measures having equivalent effect laid 
down in Articles 14. 17, 25, 26 and 27 of this Agree-
ment .. 
2. As regards agricultural products not listed in Annex 
Ill, and by way of derogation from Articles 13, 14, 15, 
17, 25, 26 and 27 of this Agreement, the Contracting 
Parties shall refrain from: 
(a) introducing between themselves new customs duties 
on imports or exports or charges having equivalent 
effect, or increasing those which they apply ill their 
trade with each other at the date of entry into force 
of this Agreement; 
(b) introducing between themselves any new quantitative 
restrictions on imports and exports or measures 
having equivalent effect, or making more restrictive 
the quotas and measures having equivalent drect 
existing at the date of entry into force of this Azree-
ment; the obligation to refrain from introducing new 
quantitative restrictions or measures haviq equi-
valent effect shall, however, apply only to products 
the liberalization of which has been consolidated in 
accordance with Article 23 and does not prejudice 
the application of Article 2~ (2). 
3. For agricultural products not listed in Annex Ill: 
(a) each C90tracting Party shall extend to the other the 
tariff concessions it grants to thinl countries; 
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(b) where a Contracting Party abolishes or reduces 
quantitative restrictions in respect of third countries, 
it must apply the same treatment to the other Con-
tracting Party. 
4. The provisions of the preceding paragraphs shall be 
applied until the Council of Association has taken the 
decision provided for in Article 35, or until the end of the 
two-year or one-year periods referred to in Article 36 (I) 
and (2) respectively. 
Article38 
1. Until the Council of Association has taken the deci-
sion provided for in Article 35, or until the end of the 
two-year or one-year periods referred to in Article 36 (I) 
and (2) respectively, Greece shall, in respect of the prod> 
ucts listed in Annex Ill, align its customs duties on the 
Common Customs Tariff in accordance with the condi-
tions and timetable laid down in Article 20. 
2. Until the Council of Association has taken the deci-
sion provided for in Article 35, Greece may postpone 
implementation of the Common Customs Tariff in res· 
pect of agricultural products not listed in Annex Ill. 
Article39 
The provisions of the Articles on competition shall apply 
to production of and trade in agricultural products only 
to the extent determined by the Council of Association, 
which shall decide on the matter after decisions have 
been taken on the application of the rules on competition 
to the production of and trade in agricultural products 
within the Community. 
Article40 
The Council of Association shall review the situation 
annually, taking into account inter aiUJ the harmoniza-
tion already initiated. 
Where such review shows that trade is not developing 
harmoniously, the Council of Association shall decide 
upon the measures to be taken. 
These measures may lead, in particular, to: 
- further liJcralization of trade in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 35; 
- revision of the list in Annex Ill. 
Article41 
I. In so far as progressive abolition of customs duties 
and quantitative restrictions between the Contracting 
Parties may result in prices likely to jeopardize the at-
taimnent of the objectives set out in Article 39 of the 
Treaty establilbinl the Community, the Community and 
Greece may, from the date of the introduction of the 
common apicultural policy in the case of the Communi-
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ty, and from the entry into force of this Agreement in the 
case of Greece, apply to particular products a system of 
minimum prices below which imports may be either: 
- temporarily suspended or reduced; or 
- allowed, but subject to the condition that they are 
made at a price higher than the minimum price for the 
product concerned. 
In the latter case the minimum prices shall not include 
customs duties. 
2. Until the common agricultural policy referred to in 
paragraph I is introduced, and in so far as the progres-
sive abolition of customs duties and quantitative restric-
tions between the Contracting Parties may result in 
prices likely to jeopardize the attainment of the objec-
tives set out in Article 39 of the Treaty establishing the 
Community, Member States may, with respect to 
Greece, apply the above provisions in accordance with 
the principles and procedures set out in Article 68( I) of 
this Agreement. 
3. Measures adopted pursuant to the preceding para-
graphs must take into account the criteria set out in Arti-
cle 44(2) and (3) of the Treaty establishing the Commu-
nity. 
4. The preceding paragraphs shall remain in force until 
the Council of Association has taken the decision 
provided for in Article 35, or until the end of the 
two-year or one-year period referred to in Article 36 (I) 
and (2) respectively. 
Article42 
If a Member State of the Community applies minimum 
prices to imports of a product from other Member States 
under Article 44 of the Treaty establishing the Commu-
nity, it shall apply the same measures to imports of that 
product from Greece. 
In that event, the Member State shall inform Greece as it 
does the other Member States. 
Article43 
Where a product is subject to a market organization or 
to internal rules having equivalent effect, or where a prod-
uct is directly or indirectly affected by such a market or-
ganization for other products, and where the resulting 
disparity in the price of the raw materials used has a 
damaging effect on the market of one or more Member 
States or of the Community, on the one hand, or of 
Greece on the other, a countervailing charge may be app-
lied to imports of that product by the Contracting Party 
concerned, unless that Contracting Party applies a coun-
lervailing charge on export. 
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The amount of and the rules concerning this charge shall 
be determined by the Council of Association. 
Until the decision of the Council of Association takes 
effect the Contracting Parties may determine the amount 
of and rules concerning the charge. 
TITLE Ill 
MOVEMENT OF PERSONS AND SERVICES 
Article44 
Freedom of movement for workers under Articles 48 and 
49 of the Treaty establishing the Community shall be 
secured between Member States and Greece at a date 
and in accordance with rules to be determined by the 
Council of Association, but not before the end of the 
transitional period laid down in Article 6 of this AgrCP.-
ment. 
The Council of Association may lay down the rules to be 
applied until that date to the movement of workers be-
tween Member States and Greece; it shall do so in the 
light of the employment situation in Greece and on the 
basis of provisions on freedom of movement for workers, 
adopted pursuant to Chapter I of Title Ill of Part Two of 
the Treaty establishing the Community. 
Article 45 
The Council of Association shall determine the manner 
in which the measures implementing Articles 50 and 128 
of the Treaty establishing the Community, concerning 
the exchange of young workers and vocational training 
respectively, can be applied to Greece. 
Article46 
The Council of Association may consider the prepara-
tion and development of technical assistance pro-
grammes, in favour of Greece, in the manpower field. It 
shall decide on the financing of such programmes. 
Article47 
The Contracting Parties shall, in progressive and bal-
anced stages, facilitate the establishment of nationals of 
Member States in the territory of Greece and of nation-
als of Greece within the Community, in accordance with 
the principles of Articles 52 to 56 and Article 58 of the 
Treaty establishing the Community, except for the provi-
sions of those Articles which lay down the time limits 
and the procedure for attaining freedom of establish-
ment. 
Anicle48 
The Council of Association shall determine the timetable 
for the implementation of Article 4 7 and the rules for its 
application in respect of the various types of activity; 
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progressive implementation shall take- place after the en-
try into force of the corresponding directives provided 
for in Articles 52 to 56 of the Treaty establishing the 
Community and shall take into account the special econ-
omic and social situation of Greece. 
Article 49 
The- Council of Association shall, during the transitional 
period laid down in Article 6 of this Agreement. decide 
on the appropriate measures to be adopted to facilitate 
the provision of services be-tween the Community and 
Greece. 
Article 50 
I. In accordance with rules and conditions which it 
shall determine, the Council of Association shall extend 
the transport provisions of the Treaty establishing the 
Community to Greece. with due regard to the geographi-
cal situation of that country. 
2. Acts adopted by the institutions of the Community in 
implementation of the provisions of the Treaty establish-
ing the Community relating to transport other than by 
sea or by air may be extended to Greece, in accordance 
with rules adopted by the Council of Association. 
3. If the Council of the Community takes a decision in 
respect of transport by sea or by air, pursuant to Article 
84(2) of the Treaty establishing the Community. the 
Council of Association shall decide whether, to what 
extent and by what procedure provisions may be laid 
down for Greek sea and air transport. 
TITLE IV 
PROVISIONS RELATING TO COMPETITION, TAXA-
TION AND APPROXIMATION OF LAWS 
Article 51 
The Contracting Parties recognize that the principles 
laid down in Articles 85, 86, 90 and 92 of the Treaty es-
tablishing the Community should be applied in their re-
lations within the Association. 
Article 52 
1. The Council of Association shall, within two years of 
the entry into force of the Agreement, adopt the rules and 
conditions for the application of the principles referred 
to in Article 51. 
2. For the purposes of applying paragraph I of this Ar-
ticle, as regards State aids the Contracting Parties recog-
nize that in the flfSt 10 years of the transitional period 
laid down in Article 15 Greece may be considered as 
being in the situation specified in Article 92 (3) (a) of 
the Treaty establishing the Community, and that aid 
to promote Greek economic development shall be con-
sidered to be compatible with Association if it does not 
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alter the conditions of trade to an extent inconsistent 
with the mutual interests of Association. 
At the end of the abovementioned 10 years, the Council 
of Association shall, taking into account the economic 
situation of Greece at that time, decide whether it is ne-
cessary to extend the period of validity of the preceding 
subparagraph. 
Article 53 
I. Neither Contracting Party shall impose, directly or 
indirectly, on the products of the other Contracting Par-
ty any internal taxation of any kind in excess of that 
imposed directly or indirectly on similar domestic prod 
ucts. 
Neither Contracting Party shall impose on the products 
of the other Contracting Party any internal taxation of 
such a nature as to afford indirect protection to other 
products. 
The Contracting Parties shall, not later than the begin-
ning of the third year after the entry into force of this 
Agreement, repeal any provision existing at the date of 
its entry into force which conflicts with the above rules. 
2. Jn trade between the Contracting Parties. repayment 
of internal taxation in respect of exported products shall 
not exceed the internal taxation imposed on those prod-
ucts, whether directly or indirectly. 
3. Contracting Parties which levy a turnover tax calcu-
lated on a cumulative multi-stage tax system may, in the 
case of internal taxation· imposed by them on imported 
products or of repayments allowed by them on exported 
products. establish average rates for products or groups 
of products. provided that there is no infnngement of the 
principles laid down in the preceding paragraphs. 
4. The Council of Association shall ensure that the 
. above provisions are applied, taking into account the 
experience of the Contracting Parties in the field covered 
by this Article. 
Article 54 
As regards trade between the Community and Greece. 
and in the case of charges other than turnover taxes, ex-
cise duties and other forms of indirect taxation, remis-
sions and repayments in respect of exports may not be 
granted and countervailing charges in respect of imports 
may not be imposed unless the measures contemplated 
have been approved in advance.by the Council of Asso-
ciation for a limited period. 
Article 55 
The Contracting Parties may adopt any protective meas-
ures which they consider to be needed to overcome diffi-
culties due to the absence of a decision of the Council of 
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Association on the matters covered by Articles 52 and 
53 or to the non-application of the measures adopted by 
the Council of Association in relation thereto. 
Article 56 
1. If, during the transitional period laid down in Article 
15 of this Agreement, the Council of Association, on 
application by a Contracting Party, fmds that dumping 
is being practised in trade between the Community and 
Greece, it shall address recommendations to the person 
or persons with whom such practices originate for the 
purpose of putting an end to them. 
The injured Party may, after notifying the Council of 
Association, take suitable protective measures where: 
(a) the Council of Association has taken no decision 
pursuant to the first subparagraph above within 
three months from the date ofthe application; 
(b) despite the issue of recommendations under the ftrst 
subparagraph, the dumping practices continue. 
Where protective measures have been taken under (a) 
above, the Council of Association may, at any time, de-
cide that such protective measures shall be suspended 
pending the issue of recommendations under the ftrst 
subparagraph. 
Where protective measures have been taken under (a) 
above, the Council of Association may, at the request of 
a Contracting Party or on its own initiative, recommend 
• to the injured Par.ty abolition or amendment of those 
protective measures, the conditions and details of which 
the Council shall determine. 
2. Products which originated in or were in free circul-
ation in the territory of one of the Contracting Parties 
and which have been exported to the other Contracting 
Party shall on reimportation be admitted into the terri-
tory of the former Contracting Party free of all customs 
duties, quantitative restrictions or measures having 
equivalent effect. 
The Council of Association shall, acting in the light of 
the experience of Contracting Parties in the faeld covered 
by this Article, address such recommendations to the 
Contracting Parties as it thinks fit for the purpose of 
supplementing this paragraph so as to ensure that it is 
applied. 
Article 57 
The Council of Association may recommend the Con-
tracting Parties to take measures to approximate the 
laws, regulations or administrative provisions in respect 
of field which are fields covered by this Agreement but 
have a direct bearing on the functioning of the Associa-
tion, and of fields covered by this Agreement but for 
which no specific procedure is laid down therein. 




1. Each State party to this Agreement shall pursue the 
economic policy needed to ensure the equilibrium of its 
overall balance of payments and to maintain confidence 
in its currency, while taking care to ensure a continuous 
balanced growth of its economy in conjunction with 
stable prices. Each State party to this Agreement shall 
pursue a conjunctural policy, in particular a fmancial 
and monetary policy, which furthers these objectives. 
2. The States parties to this Agreement shall regularly 
consult each other in the Council of Association to coor-
dinate their economic policies. 
The Council of Association shall, where necessary, re-
commend appropriate measures to the States parties to 
this Agreement. 
Article 59 
Each State party to this Agreement shall treat its policy 
with regard to exchange rates as a matter of common 
concern. 
Article60 
I. In the event of Greece being in difficulties or seriously 
threatened with difficulties as regards its balance of pay-
ments either as a result of an overall disequilibrium in its 
balance of payments or as result of the type of currency 
at its disposal, and where such difficulties are liable to 
be detrimental to the attainment of the objectives of this 
Agreement, the Council of Association shall immediately 
investigate the position and the action which, making use 
of all the means at its disposal, Greece has taken or may 
take in accordance with Article 58. The Council of As· 
sociation shall state what measures it recommends each 
side to take to enable Greece to meet such difficulties. 
If the action taken by Greece and the measures suggested 
by the Council of Association do not prove sufficient to 
overcome the difficulties which have arisen or which 
threaten, Greece may take the necessary interim protec-
tive measures. 
2. Where a Member State is in difficulties or is seriously 
threatened with difficulties as regards its balance of 
payments, the institutions of the Community shall initi-
ate the procedure laid down in Article 108 of the Treaty 
establishing the Community. The Member State in diffi-
culty may take the necessary protective measures in ac-
cordance with the conditions laid down in that Treaty. 
3. Such protectift measures must cause the least pos-
sible disturbance in the functioning of the Association 
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",na must not be wider in scope than is strictly necessary 
, remedy the difficulties which have arisen. 
1he Council of Association shall be informed of protec-
'.tv' measures affecting trade and payments between the 
C.:>mmunity and Greece not later than when they enter 
.rto force. !t shall, within six months, review the effect of 
cllese li1easures on the functioning of this Agreement. 
Artic:e 67 
The 1\!1 ;::mber States of iht Community and Greece 
·mdertak.e w authorize. in 1!1e cum;ncy of the country in 
•.vhich the ,~reditor or the beneficiary resides, any. pay-
ments connected with the movement of goods, services or 
capital. and any transfers of capital and earnings, to the 
<:<.tent that the movement of goods, services, capital and 
v'!i'Sons betvieen them has been liberalized pursuant tO 
\his AgreeT.ent. 
The Cor.<racttng Parties declare their readiness to under-
take the liberalization of payments beyond the extent 
provided in the preceding subparagraph. in so far as their 
~conomic :;ituation in general and the state of their 
:,,dance of payments in p8rticular so permit. 
:::. Jn •o la;· as mov.::ment of goods, services and capital 
ar'" limited only by restrictions on payments connected 
t.herewith, these restrictions shall be progressively abol-
ished 1:!• 30plying mutatis mutandis the provisions relat-
ing to :.he abolition of quantitative restrictions, the pro-
VIsion of services1llld to cap1tal movements. 
3. The Contracting Parties undertake not to make more 
r~trictive the arrangements which they apply to trans-
fers connected with the invisible transactions listed in 
Annex IV to this Agreement without the prior agreement 
of the Council of Association. 
4. ff need be, the Contracting Parties shall consult each 
other on the measures to be taken to enable the payments 
and tra~·sfers mentioned in this Article to be effected. 
Article6J 
The Contracting Parties shall consult each other with a 
view to facilitating movements of capital between Mem-
ber States of the Community and Greece which will 
further the objectives of this Agreement. 
They shall seek all means of promoting the investment in 
Greece of capital from countries of the Community 
which can contribute to the development of the Greek 
economy. 
With respect to arrangements for foreign capital. resi-
dents of all Member States shall be entitled to all the 
advantages. in particular as regards currency and taxa· 
tion. which Greece accords to any other Member State 
i>f:: io a· third country. 
<.~."~ 
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Article63 
The Contracting Parties shall endeavour to avoid introd-
ucing any new foreign exchange restrictions on the 
movement of capital and current payments connected 
therewith between Member States of the Community and 
Greece, and shall endeavour not to make existing rules 
more restrictive. 
The Contracting Parties shall simplify to the maximum 
extent possible .authorization and control formalities 
applicable to the conclusion and carrying out of capital 
transactions and transfers, and shall, in so far as is ne-
cessary, consult each other for the purpose of achieving 
such simplification. 
Article64 
1. The Contracting Parties shall consult each other in 
the Council of Association in order to achieve, in the 
transitional period laid down in Article 6, the coordina· 
tion of their commercial policies in relation to third 
countries, in particular in the fields mentioned in Article 
113 (I) of the Treaty establishing the Community. 
For this purpose each Contracting Party shall, at the 
request of the other Party, furnish all relevant informa-
tion on agreements which it concludes and which con-
tain tariff or commercial provisions, as well as on 
changes which it makes in its external trade arrange-
ments. 
Where such agreements or changes might have a direct 
and particular effect on the functioning of this Agree-
ment, there shall be appropriate consultation in the 
Council of Association in order to take into account the 
interests of the Contracting Parties. 
2. At the end of the transitional period laid down in Ar-
ticle 6, the Community and Greece, meeting in the 
Council of Association, shall coordinate their commer-
cial policies more closely with the aim of achieving a 
commercial policy based on uniform principles. 
3. Should an agreement be concluded concerning acces-
sion to or association with the Community, full account 
shall be taken of the mutual interests stated in this 
Agreement; appropriate consultation shall take place to 
this end. 
In the case of an association, the adjustment of the rela-
tions between Greece and the associated country, may be 
the subject of an agreement after consultation with the 
Community. 
In the case of an accession, rights and obliptions shall 
devolve on Greece only after a supplementary protocol 
has been concluded with Greece. The necessary adjust-
ments to this Agreement shall be agreed by the Contract-
ing Parties. To this end, each Contracting Party shall 
take the necessary measures in accordance with its con-
stitutional requirements. 
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TITLE VI 
GENERAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article65 
I. In order to attain the objectives of this agreement the 
Council of Association shall have the power to take deci-
sions in the cases provided for therein. Each of the Par-
ties shall take the measures necessary to implement the 
decisions taken. The Council of Ass('.:lil~ior mav also 
make appropriate recommendations. 
2. The Council of AssociaLon shall periodically review 
the functioning of the /' sso. iation in the light of the ob-
jectives of this Agreement. 
3. The Council of Association shall consist of members 
of the Governments of the Member States, and members 
of the Council and of the Co;nmission of the Community 
on the one hand. and of members of the Greek Govern-
ment on the other. 
The members of the Council of Association may arrange 
to be represented in accordance with its rules of proce-
dure. 
4. The Council of AssociatitJn shall act unanimously. 
Artic fe66 
The office of the Pres:d·:nt c 1. the Council of Association 
shall be held alternately for a term of six months by a 
representative of the Community and a representative of 
Greece. -
The Council of Associatil.n shall adopt its rules of 
procedure. 
The Council of Association may decide to set up com-
mittees to assist in the perf,:,rrnance of its tasks, and in 
particular a committee to ensure the continuing coopera-
tion necessary for the proper functioning of this Agree-
ment. 
The Council of Assc.ci2tion shall lay down the terms of 
reference of these comrr.itter>. 
.trti le 6'/ 
I. Each of the parti~ referred to in Article 65 of this 
Agreement may submit to the Council of Association 
any dispute relating to the 1pplication or interpretation 
of this Agreement which concerns the Community, a 
Member State of the Community or Greece. 
2. The Council of Associat;on may settle the dispute by 
decision; it may also decide to submit the dispute to the 
Court of Justice of the Eur(Jpean Communities or to any 
other existing court er t ;ibun"!l. 
3. If the Council of A~socwtion is unable to settle the 
dispute in accordance ' 1ith paragraph 2 of this Article, 
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or has not designated a court or tribunal to settle the dis-
pute in accordance with that paragraph, or if the court or 
tn'bunal designated in accordance with that paragraph 
has not settled the dispute, either Party may notify the 
other Party of the appointment of an arbitrator, and the 
other Party shall be required to appoint a second arbitra-
tor within two months. For the purposes of this proce-
dure the Community and the Member States shall be 
considered to he a single Party to the dispute. 
A third arbitrator, who shall act as Chairman, shall be 
appointed in accordance with the provisions of para-
graph 4 below. 
Arbitration rulings shall be given by a simple majority. 
4. During the first five years after the entry into force of 
this Agreement the third arbitrator shall be the President 
of the Court of Justice of the European Communities. 
Afther that period, and unless the Council of Associa-
tion has decided otherwise, the third arbitrator shall be 
appointed by mutual agreement of the first two arbitra-
tors. Failing agreement within two months, he shall be 
appointed by the President of the International Court of 
Justice from among persons who, in the Signatory States 
of the Convention on the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development, exercise or have exer-
cised high judicial functions. 
5. Each Party shall tale the measures necessary to com-
ply with such decision. 
Article68 
I. Member States of the Community may apply Article 
226 of the Treaty establishing the Community in their 
relations with Greece. For the purpose of that Article, 
Greece shall be treated as a Member State. 
The community shall consult the Greek Government in 
advance within the Council of Association. 
2. During the transitional period laid down in the first 
subparagraph of Article 8 (I) of the Treaty establishing 
the Community and during any extensions of that period 
which may be decided under that Article, Greece may, 
under the same conditions and after consultations in the 
Council of Association, take the measures provided for 
in Article 226( I) of the Treaty establishing the Commu-
nity. 
3. After the end of the transitional period laid down in 
the Treaty establishing the Community, the Council of 
Association may decide that the measures provided for 
in Article 226( I) of the Treaty establishing the Commu-
nity shall continue to apply in relations between the 
Community and Greece. 
Article69 
This Agreement shall not apply to products within the 
province of European Coal and Steel Community. 
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Article 70 
If joint action by the Contracting Parties should prove 
necessary to attain, in the application of the Association, 
one of the objectives of this Agreement and this Agree-
ment has not provided the necessary powers, the Council 
of Association shall take the appropriate decisions. 
Article 71 
The Council of Association shall take all appropriate 
steps to promote the necessary cooperation and contacts 
between the European Parliament, the Economic and 
Social Committee and other orpns of the Community on 
the one hand, and the Greek Parliament and the corres-
ponding organs in Greece, on the other. 
Article 72 
As soon as the operation of this Agreement has ad-
vanced far enough to justify envisaging full acceptance 
by Greece of the obligations arising out of the Treaty 
establishing the European Economic Community, the 
Contracting Parties shall examine the possibility of the 
Accession of Greece to the Community. 
Article 73 
I. This Agreement shall apply to the European territo-
ries of the Kingdom of Belgium, of the Federal Republic 
of Germany, of the French Republic, of the Italian Re-
public, of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and of the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands on the one hand, and to the 
Kingdom of Greece on the other. 
2. The Agreement shall also apply to the territories spe-
cified in the first subparagraph of Article 227(2) of the 
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Treaty establishing the Community so far as concerns 
those of the fields covered by it which are listed in that 
subparagraph. 
The conditions for applying to those territories the provi-
sions of this Agreement relating to other fields shall be 
decided at a later date by agreement between the Con-
tracting Parties. 
Article 74 
The Protocols annexed to this Agreement by common 
accord of the Contracting Parties shall form an integral 
part thereof. 
Article 75 
This Agreement shall be ratified by the Signatory States 
in accordance with their respective constitutional re-
quirements, and shall become b'nding on the Community 
by a Decision .of the Council taken in accordance with 
the Treaty establishing the Community and notified to 
the Parties to this Agreement. 
The instruments of ratification and the notification of 
conclusion shall be exchanged at Brussels. 
Article 76 
This Agreement shall enter into force on the first day of 
the third month following the date of exchange of the in-
struments of ratification and the notification. 
Article 77 
This Agreement is drawn up in two copies in Dutch, 
French, German, Italian, and Greek languages, each of 
these texts being equally authentic. 
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ANNEX I 





























V atonia, gall nuts 
Incense 
Wool grease stearin 
l>escnp11un 
Other animal oils and fats (including neat's foot oil and fats from 
bones and waste) 
Animal and vegetable oils, boiled, oxidized, dehydrated, sulphurized, 
blown or polymerized by heat in vacuum or in mert gas, or otherwise 
modified 
Degras 
Fatty acids. acid oils from refining: fatty alcohols 
Glycerol and glycerollyes 
Beeswax and other insect waxes, whether or not coloured 
Vegetable waxes. whether or not coloured 
Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa 
Cocoa and cocoa preparations, excluding headings Nos 18.01 and 
18.02 
Malt extract 
Macaroni. spaghetti and similar products 
Prepared foods obtained by swelling or roasting of cereals or cereal 
products (puffed rice, corn flakes and similar products) 
Bread. ships' biscuits and other ordinary bakers' wares. not containing 
added sugar. honey, egs, fats, cheese or fruit 
Putry, biscuits, cakes and other fme bakers' wares, whether or not 
containing cocoa in any proportion 
Miscellaneous edible preparations, excluding heading Nos 21.05 and 
21.07 
Waters, includina spa waters and aerated waters: ice and snow 
Lemonade, flavoured spa waters and flavoured aerated waten other 
non-alcoholic bcverqes, not including fruit and vt~ctablc juices fall-
ing within hcadina No 20.07 
Beer made from malt 
Vermouths, and other wines of fresh grapes flavoured with aromatic 
IXtraCts 
Ethyl alcohol or neutral spirits, undollatured of a strqth or 80 de-
grees or higher; denatured spirits (mcludina ethyl alcohol and neutral 
spirits) of any strqth, excluding th011 derived from agricultural 
products listed in ADMx 11 to the Tr•y atablialtiJII tht COIDIDUIIity 
Ethyl alcohol or neutral spirits, unclcnaturld of a •trenath of lea than 
80 dearccs. excludina ethyl alcohol derived from agricultural products 
listed in Annex 11 to the Tl'llty lltlblilhiq the Conununity; liqueun 
and other spirituous bcverq•; comJIOUIICI alcoholic preparations 
(known as 'Concentrated curacts') for the manufacture orbeverlpa 
Manufactured tobacco; tobacco extracts and CIICilcea 




































Earth c:olouB, whether or not calcined or mixed together 
Gypsum; anhydrite; calcined gy)IISWII. and plasters with a t.sis of 
calcium sulphate. whether or not coloured. but not includiDg plasters 
specially pn:pared for use iD daJtistry 
Quicklime. slaked lime and hydraulic lime. other than calcium oxide 
and hydroxide 
Portland cement. ciment f011du, slag cement. supersulphate cement 
and similar hydraulic cemems, whether or not coloured or in the form 
of clinker 
Crude natural boric acid containq not mon: than 85'Jf. of H 3B03 cal-
culated 011 the dry wapt 
Santorin., pozzolana. tnss and similar earths, used in makq hydraul-
ic cements, whether or not powdered 
Coal gas. water gas, producer ps and similar gases 
Tar distilled &om cml, &om lignite or &om peat, and other mineral 
tars, including partially distilled tars and blends of pitch with creosote 
oils or with other coal tar distillation products 
Pitch and pitch coke. obtained &om coal tar or &om other mineral 
tars 
Mineral oils and pases for lubricatin8 purposes 
Petroleum gasc:s and other pseous hydrocarbons 
Petroleum jelly 
Paraffin wax, micrcH:rystalli wax, slack wax, ozokerite. lignite wax 
and other mineral waxes, whether or not coloured 
Petroleum bitumen, petroleum coke and other raidues of petroleum 
oils or of oils obtained &om bituminous miDerals 
Bitumen and asphalt. natural; bituminous shale, aspba.ltic rock and tar 
sands 
Bituminous mixtura t.sed 011 natural asphalt, 011 natmal bitumen, 011 
petroleum bitwnal. 011 mineral tar or 011 mineral tar pitch (for eumple, 
bituminous u.stics, cut-t.cb) 
ChloriDe 
Hychpa. OIJICII (~ OIDIIIC) and DitrcJem 
Hydrocllllllic Kid 
Sulpbur dioDde 
Sulplaic acid; .... 
Nitric acid; sulphMic Kid~ 
Pbuaphol• ~Dde- ..,..,..._;c-=-(mda-, ortbo-- pyro-) 
Arsmic trioDde., ..-ic ~Dde and IICida of.--ic 
Boric oDde .... boric acid 
Other ioorpnic: IICida and Oxyzal compouads of ~ 
(eiCiodinB wa&a-) 
Salpbidl:s of 11011-mc:IU; pllospllora trisulpbidl: 
Allllllllllia, anhy~ or iD -.ueous solution 
Sodium hydroDde (c:aastic soda); pulassium hyckoDde (cnstic 
poeasb); perollidca ofiOdillm or polaaiam 
ZiDcoDde 
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Detcnptton 
Iron oxides (including earth colours containing 70 % or more by 
weight of combined iron evaluated as Fe20 3) 
Titanium oxides 
Red lead and litharge 
Fluorides; fluorosilicates, fluoroborates and other complex fluorine 
salts 
Magnesium chloride, calcium chloride 
Chlorites and hypochlorites 
Sulphides; polysulphides 
Dithionites, including those stabilized with organic substances; sulpboxylates 
Sulphites and thiosulphates 
Sodium, barium, iron, zinc, magnesium and aluminium sulphates; 
alums 
Phosphites, hypophosphites and phosphates 
Arsenites and arsenates 
Carbonates (including commercial ammonium carbonate containing 
ammonium carbamate) 
Mercury fulminate 
Sodium silicate and potassium silicate, including commercial grades 
Refmed borax 
Dichromates 
Hydr~en peroxide (including solid hydrogen peroxide) 
Silicon, boron and calcium carbides 
Distilled and conductivity water and water of similar purity 
Hydrocarbons for use as power or heatifts fuel Naphthalene and anthra-
cene 
Amyl alcohols 
Phenols and phenol-alcohols 
Amylethyl ether (diamyl ether), diethyl ether, anethole 
Palmatic, stearic and oleic acids and their water-soluble salts; anhydrides 




Sugars, chemically pure, other thul111C1'011e 
Antisera 
Medicameats (iJtCIIICfinl veterinary medicameats), excluding the foi-
IMrilll ,..,...: 
- ADti~ cipnltta 
- Qv.ittine, c:iachoaine, quiaidiae aad their salts, whether or not in die 
form r:L propricury products 
- MorplliRe, COCiiDe .nd odler II8'CIIIta, whetber or not in the form 
r:L proprietary prodacts 
-A~ a1od PI ...... based oe alltibKJties 























- Vitamins and preparations based on vitamins 
- Sulphonamides, honnones and preparations based on hormones 
Wadding, gauze, bandages and similar articles (for example, dress-
ings, adhesive plasters, poultices), impregnated or coated with phar-
maceutical substances or put up in retail packings for medical or surg-
ical purposes, other than goods specified in Note 3 to this Chapter 
Mineral or chemical fertilizers, phosphatic, excluding: 
-Basic slag 
- Disintegrated (calcined) calcium phosphates (thermo phosphates 
and fused phosphates) and calcined natural aluminium calcium 
phosphates 
- Calcium hydrogen phosphate containing not less than 0 2% of fluorine 
Other fertilizers; goods of the present Chapter in tablets, lozenges and 
similar prepared forms or in packings of a gross weight not exceeding 
IOkg 
Tanning extracts of vegetable origin 
Tannins (tannic acids), including water-extracted gall-nut tannin 
Synthetic tanning substances, whether or not mixed with natural tan· 
ning materials; artificial bates for pre-tanning (for example, of enzy-
matic, pancreatic or bacterial origin) 
Colouring matter of vegetable origin (including dyewood extract and 
other vegetable dyeing extracts, but excluding indigo, henna and 
chlorophyll) and colouring matter of animal origin, excluding cochi-
neal extract and kermes 
Synthetic organic dyestuffs (including pigment dyestuffs); synthetic 
organic products of a kind used as luminophores; products of the kind 
known as optical bleaching agents, substantive to the fibre 
Colour lakes 
Other colouring matter; inorganic products of a kind used as luminophores 
Prepared pigments, prepared opacifiers and prepared colours. vitrifi-
able enamels and glazes, liquid lustres and similar products. of the 
kind used in the ceramic, enamelling and glass industries; engobes 
(slips); glass frit and other glass, in the form of powder, granules or 
flakes 
Varnishes and lacquers; distempers; prepared water pigments of the 
kind used for finishing leather; paints and enamels; pigments in lin-
seed oil, white spirit, spirits of turpentine, varnish or other paint or 
enamel media; stamping foils; dyes or other colouring matter in forms 
of a kind sold by retail 
Prepared driers 
Glaziers' putty; grafting putty; painters' fillings, and stopping, sealing 
and similar mastics, including resin mastics and cements 
Writing ink, printing ink and other inks 
Essential oils (terpeneless or not); concretes and absolutes; resinoids, 
excluding essences of roses, rosemary, eucalyptus, sandalwood and 
cedar 
Concentrates of essential oils in fats, in fixed oils, or in waxes or the 
like, obtained by cold absorption or by maceration 
Eau-de-Cologne and other toilet waters; cosmetics and products for 
the care of the skin, hair and nails; toothpowdcrs and toothpastes, 
products for oral hygiate 
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Soap, organic surface-active agents, washing preparations, lubricating 
preparations, artificial waxes, prepared waxes, polishing and scouring 
preparations, candles and similar articles, modelling pastes and 
'dental waxes' 
Albuminoidal substances; glues 
Explosives. pyrotechnic products; matches; pyrophoric alloys; certain 
combustible preparations 
Sensitized paper. paperboard and cloth, unexposed or exposed but not 
developed 
Animal black (for example, bone black and ivory black). includmg 
spent animal black 
Activated carbon (decolorizing, depolarizing or absorbent); activatt>d 
diatomite, activated clay, activated bauxite and other activated natur 
al mineral products 
Wood tar; wood tar oils (other than the compostte solvents and thm-
ners falling within heading No 38.18); wood creosote; wood naphtha-
acetoneotl 
Vegetable pitch of all kmds; brewers' pitch and stmilar compounds 
based on rosin or on vegetable pitch; foundry core binders based on 
natural resinous products 
Disinfectants. insecticides, rat poisons and similar products, put up m 
the form of article~ incorporating a support or backing, such as sui 
phur-treated bands. wicks and candles, fly papers, sticks coated wtth 
hexachlorocyclohexane and similar articles 
Composite solvents and th'nners for varnishes and stmilar products 
Deodorant preparattons, preparations known as 'sohd hydrogen per-
•>xidc'. liquids for hydraulic transmission; sealing wax 
Palystyrene in all tts torms; other artificial 
plasttc materials, cellulose ethers and esters, 
artificial resins and thereof. excluding 
tho~e m the form of granules, flakes, powders. 
·""aste and scrap to be used as raw materials for 
the mllnufacture of the products mentioned in this 
Chapter 
Rubber, synthettc rubber, factice, and articles thereof, excluding head-
ing Nos 40.01, 40.02, 40.03 and 40.04, protective clothing for sur-
geons and radiologists and divers' suits. of heading No 40.13, and 
bulk forms or blocks. scrap, waste and powder or hardened rubber 
(ebonite and vulcanite), of heading No 40.15 
Raw hides and skins and leather, excluding heading Nos 41.0 I, 41.07 
and 4J.OQ 
Article~ of leather; saddlery and harness; travel goods, handbags and 
similar containers; articles of animal gut (other than silk-worm gut) 
Furskins and artificial fur: manufactures thereof 
Woo<i and article, of wood; wood charcoal, excluding heading Nos 
44 06 and 44.07 
Articles of natural cork 
Agglomerated cork (being cork agglomerated with or without a bind-
ing substance) and articles of agglomerated cork 
Manufactures of straw, of esparto and of other plaiting materials; 
basketware and wickerwork, excluding heading No 46.01 

























Paper and paperboard (including cellulose wadding), machine-made, 
in rolls or sheets, excluding the following products: 
- Ordinary newsprint made from chemical and mechanical pulp, 
weighing not more than 60 gjm 2 
- Magazine paper 
- Cigarette paper 
- Tissue paper 
- Filter paper 
- Cellulose wadding 
Parchment or greaseproof paper and paperboard. and imitations there-
of, and glazed transparent paper, in rolls or sheets 
Composite paper or paperboard (made by sticking flat layers together 
with an adhesive), not surface-coated or impregnated. whether or not 
internally reinforced, in rolls or sheets 
Paper and paperboard, corrugated (with or without flat surface sheets) 
embossed in rolls or sheets 
Paper and paperboard, ruled, lined or squared, but not otherwise 
printed, in rolls or sheets, excluding squared drawing paper 
Paper and paperboard, impregnated, coated. surface-coloured, sur-
face-decorated or printed (not being merely ruled, lined or squared 
and not constituting printed matter within Chapter 49) in rolls or 
sheets, excluding gold paper or silver paper and imitations thereof, 
transfer paper, indicator paper and unsensitized photographic paper 
Building board of wood pulp or of vegetable fibre, whether or not 
bonded with natural or artificial resins or with similar binders 
Carbon paper 
Writing block, envelopes, letter cards, plain postcards, correspon-
dence cards; boxes, pouches, wallets and writing compendiums, of 
paper or paperboard, containing only an assortment of paper stationery 
Other paper or paperboard, cut to size or shape, excluding cigarette 
paper, tapes for teletype machines, perforated tapes for monotype 
machines and calculating machines, filter papers and filter boards 
(including those for cigarette filter tips) and gummed strip 
Boxes, bags and other packing containers, of paper or paperboard 
Box files, letter trays, storage boxes and similar articles, of paper or 
paperboard, of a kind commonly used in offices, shops and the like 
Registers, exercise books, note books, memorandum blocks, order 
books, receipt-books, diaries, blotting-pads, binders (loose-leaf or 
other), file covers and other stationery of paper or paperboard; sample 
and other albums and book covers, of paper or paperboard 
Paper or paperboard labels, whether or not printed or gummed 
Lamp llhades; tablecloths and serviettes, handkerchiefs and towels; 
dishes, plates, cups and tablemats 
Printed books, booklets, brochures, pamphlets and leaflets in the 
Greek lanpage 
Children's picture books and paintins books, printed wholly or partly 
in the Greet language 
Stamps not intended for public service 
Picture postcards, Christmas and other picture greet;ng cards, printed 
by any process, with or without trimmings 
Calendars of any kind, of paper or paperboard, induding calendar 
blocks, but excluding calendars intended for publi .1ty purposes, in 
foreign languages 
Vol. I 
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Other printed matter, including printed pictures and photographs, but 
excluding the following articles: 
- Theatrical scenery 
-Printed matter for publicity purposes (including travel publicity), 
printed in foreign languages 
Silk and waste silk 
Man-made fibres (continuous) 
Metallized textiles 
Wool and other animal hair, excluding raw, bleached and undyed 
products of heading Nos 53.0 I, 53.02, 53.03 and 53.04 
Flax and ramie, excluding heading No 54.0 I 
Cotton 
Man-made fibres (discontinuous) 
Other vegetable textile materials, excluding No 57.01; paper yam and 
woven fabrics of paper yarn 
Carpets, mats, matting and tapestries; pile and chenille fabrics; nar-
row fabrics: trimmings; tulle and other net fabrics; lace; embroidery 
Wadding and felt; twine, cordage, ropes and cables; special fabrics; 
impregnated and coated fabrics; textile articles of a kind suitable for 
industrial use 
Knitted and crocheted goods 
Articles of apparel and clothing accessories of textile fabric, other 
than knitted or crocheted goods 
Other made-up textile articles 
Old clothing and other textile articles; rags 
Footwear, gaiters and the like; parts of such articles 
Headgear and parts thereof 
Umbrellas and sunshades (including walking-stick umbrellas, um-
brella tents, and garden and similar umbrellas) 
Artificial flowers, foliage or fruit and parts thereof; articles made of 
artificial flowers, foliage or fruit 
Millstones, grindstones, grinding wheels and the like (including grind-
ing, sharpening, polishing, trueing and cutting wheels, heads, discs 
and points), of natural stone (agglomerated or not), of agglomerated 
natural or artificial abrasives, or of pottery, with or without cores, 
shanks, sockets, axles and the like of other materials, but not mounted 
on frameworks; segments and other finished parts of such stones and 
wheels, of natural stone (agglomerated or not), of agglomerated natur-
al or artificial abrasives, or of pottery 
Hand polishing stones, whetstones, oilstones, hones and the like, of 
natural stone, of agglomerated natural or artificial abrasives, or of 
pottery 
Natural or artificial abrasive powder or grain, on a base of woven fabric, 
of paper, or paperboard or of other materials, whether or not cut to 
shape or sewn or otherwise made up 
Panels, boards, tiles, blocks and similar articles of vegetable fibre, of 
wood fibre, of straw, of wood shavings or of wood waste (including 
sawdust), agglomerated with cement, plaster or with other mineral 
binding substances 
Other articles of plastering material 
Articles of cement (including slag cement), of concrete or of artificial 
stone (including granulated marble agglomerated with cement), rein-
forced or not 



























Articles of asbestos-cement, of cellulose fibre-cement or the like 
Friction material (segments, discs, washers. strips, sheets, plates, rolls 
and the like) of a kind suitable for brakes. for clutches or the like, with 
a basis of asbestos, other mineral substances or of cellulose. whether 
or not combined with textile or other materials 
Ceramic products, excluding heading Nos 69.01, 69.02, 69.03, 69.04 
and 69.05, utensils and apparatus for laboratory and industrial use, 
containers for the transport of acids and other chemical products and 
articles of a kind used in agriculture, of heading No 69.09. and porce-
lain articles of heading Nos 69.10, 69.13 and 69.14 
Unworked cast or rolled glass (including nashed or wired glass) 
whether figured or not, in rectangles 
Unworked drawn or blown glass (including flashed glass) in rectangles 
Cast, rolled, drawn or blown glass (including flashed or wired glass) in 
rectangles, surface ground or polished, but not further worked 
Cast. rolled, drawn or blown glass (including flashed or wired glass) 
cut to shape other than rectangular shape. or bent or otherwise worked 
(for example, edge worked or engraved), whether or not surface 
ground or polished; leaded lights and the like 
Safety glass consisting of toughened or laminated glass. shaped or not 
Glass mirrors (including rear-view mirrors). unframed. framed or 
backed 
Carboys, bottles, jars, pots, tubular containers and s1milar containers, 
of glass, of a kind commonly used for the conveyance or packmg of 
goods; stoppers and other closures, of glass 
Glassware (other than articles falling within heading No 70.19) of a 
kind commonly used for table. kitchen. toilet or office purposes, for 
indoor decoration, or for similar uses 
Illuminating glassware, signalling glassware and optical elements of 
glass, not optically worked or of optical glass 
Glass of a kind used for sun glasses (but excluding glass suitable for 
corrective lenses), curved, bent, hollowed and the like 
Bricks, tiles, slabs, paving blocks, squares, and other articles of 
pressed or moulded glass, of a kind commonly used in building; multi-
cellular glass in blocks, slabs, plates, panels and similar forms 
Laboratory, hygienic and pharmaceutical glassware, whether or not 
graduated or calibrated, excluding glassware for chemical laboratories; 
glass ampoules 
Other articles of glass, excluding articles for industry 
Articles of jewellery, of silver (including silvergilt), or rolled precious 
metal on base metal 
Articles of goldsmiths' and silversmithl' wares and parta thereof, of 
precious metal or rolled precious metal, other than goods falling with-
ID headiJII No 71.12 
Other articles of precious metal or rolled precious metal, excluding 
articles and utensils for workshops and laboratories 
Imitation jewellery 
Iron and steel and articles thereof, excluding: 
(a) Products within the jurisdiction of the European Coal and Steel 
Community, of headina Nos 73.01, 73.02, 73.03, '73.06, 73.07, 
73.01, 73.09, 73.10, 73.11, 73.12, 73.13, 73.15, and 13.16 
(b) Products of headina N01 73.01, 73.07 and 73.16 whicb are not 
within the jurisdiction ol the European Coal and Steel Community 
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(c) Heading Nos 73.04, 73.05, 73.17, 73.19. 73.30. 73.33 and 73.34 
and springs and leaves for springs, of iron or steel. for railway 
coaches, of heading No 73.35 
Copper and articles thereof, excluding heading Nos 74.0 I, 74.02. 74. 
06. 74.11 and 74.12 
Aluminium and articles thereof, excluding heading Nos 76.01 and 76.05 
Lead and articles thereof 
Zinc and articles thereof. excluding heading Nos 79.0 I, 79.02 and 70.03 
Hand tools. the following: spades, shovels. picks. hoes. forks and 
rakes; Blles, bill hooks and similar hewing tools: hay knives. grass 
shears, timber wedges and other tools of a kind used in agriculture, 
horticulture or forestry 
Saws (non~mechanical) and blades for hand or machine saws 
(including toothless saw blades) 
Portable forges; grinding wheels mounted on frame works (hand or 
pedal operated); articles for domestic use 
Knives with cutting blades, serrated or not (including pruning knives). 
other than knives falling within heading No 82.06 
Knife blades 
Safety razor blades and blanks thereof 
Other articles of cutlery (for example secateurs. hair clippers. hutch 
ers" cleavers, paper knives). excluding hand operated clippers and 
parts thereof 
Spoons, forks, fish-eaters. butter knives. ladles. and similar kitchen or 
tableware 
Handles of base metal for articles falling within heading Nos 82.09, 
82.13and82.14 
Miscellaneous articles of base metal. excluding heading Nos 83.06, 
83.08 and 83.10 
Spark-ignition engines, petrol driven of a cylinder capacity of 220 cc 
or more; internal combustion engines, semi-diesel type; internal corn· 
bustion engines, diesel type, of 50 hp (metric) or less; engines for 
motor-cycles and auto~cycles 
Pumps (including motor pumps and turbo pumps) for liquids, whether 
or not fitted with measuring devices 
Air-pumps and vacuum pumps (including motor and turbo-pumps); 
fans, blowers and the like, with integral motors, weighing less than 
150 kg and fans or blowers without motor, weighing 100 kg or less 
Air-conditioning machines, self~contained, comprising a motor-driven 
fan and elements for changing the temperature and humidity of air, for 
domestic use 
Bakery ovens and parts thereof 
Refrigerating cabinets and other refrigerating plant, equipped with a 
refrigerating unit 
Instantaneous or storage water heaters. nonelectrical 
Weighing machinery (excluding balances of a sensitivity of five centi· 
grammes or better), including weight~operated counting and checking 
machines; weighing-machine weights of all kinds 
Mechanical appliances for projecting, dispersing or spraying liquids 
or powders, for domestic use; similar hand~operated appliances for 
qriculturat use; similar appliances for agricultural use, truck~mounted, 
weiJhing 60 kg or less 





























Ploughs designed for tractor or animal draught, weighing 700 kg or 
less; ploughs designed for mounting on tractors, with 2 or 3 shares or 
discs; harrows designed for tractor or animal draught, with fixed 
framework and fixed teeth; disc harrows, weighing 700 kg or less 
Threshers; maize buskers and maize threshers; harvesting machinery, 
animal drawn; straw or fodder presses; fanning mills and similar 
machines for screening seeds and cereal graders 
Presses, crushers and other machinery, of a kind used in wine-making, 
cider-making, fruit-juice preparation or the like 
Seed-crushing machines; farm-type milling machines 
Machinery of a kind used in the bread grain milling industry. and oth-
er machinery (other than farm type machinery) for the working of ce-
reals or dried leguminous vegetables 
Printing type 
Shuttles: reeds for looms 
Washing machines, whether or not electric, for domestic use 
Machine-tools for sawing and planing wood, cork, bone, ebonite 
(vulcanite), hard artificial plastic materials or other hard carving 
materials, other than machines falling within heading No 84.49 
Machinery for agglomerating, moulding or shaping ceramic paste, 
unhardened cements, plastering materials or other mineral products 
Oil presses and mills; machines for stearin and soap manufacture 
Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances, for pipes, boiler shells, 
tanks, vats and the like, including pressure reducing valves and ther-
mostatically controlled valves 
Generators of 20 kVA output or less, motors of 100 hp (metric) or 
less; rotary converters of 50 hp (metric) or less 
Primary cells and primary batteries 
Electric accumulators 
Room fans 
Portable electric battery and magneto lamps, other than lamps falling 
within heading No 85.09 
Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immersion hea-
ters; electric soil heating apparatus and electric space heating appara-
tus; electric hair dressing appliances (for example, hair dryers, hair 
curlers, curling tong heaters and electric smoothing irons; electro-
thermic domestic appliances; electric heating resistors, other than 
those of carbon 
Electric sound signalling apparatus 
Electrical apparatus for making and breaking electrical circuits, for 
the protection of electrical circuits, or for making connections to or in 
electrical circuits (for example, switches, relays, fuses, lightning arres-
ters, surge suppressors, plugs, lamp holders, terminals, terminal strips, 
junction boxes) 
Electric filament lamps and electric discharge lamps, excluding infra-
red and ultra-violet lamps 
Insulated (including enamelled or anodized) electric wire, cable, bus, 
strip and the like (including coaxial cable), whether or not fitted with 
connectors 
Insulators of any material 
Insulating fittings for electrical machines, appliances or equipment, 
being fittings wholly of insulating material apart from any minor 
components of metal incorporated during moulding solely for pur-
poses of assembly, but not including insulators falling within heading 
No 85.25 
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Electrical conduit tubing and joints therefor, of base metal lined with 
insulating material 
Motor vehicles for the public transport of persons and motor veh1cles 
for the transport of goods or materials (excluding chassis mentioned in 
Note 2 to Chapter 87) 
Bodies (including cabs), for th<: motor vehrcles falling within heading 
No. 87.01, 87.02 or 87.03 
Chassis without engrnes, and parts thereo' 
Baby carriages and mvalid carriages (other than motorized or other 
wise mechanically propelled) and parts thereo! 
Lighters and barges; tankers designed to be towed; saihng \"C!>sels 
Opthahnic lenses 
Frames and mountings, and parts thereof, for spectacles. pince ne1.. 
lorgnettes, goggles and the like 
Spectacles, pincc-nez, lorgnettes, goggles and the like, corrective, pro· 
tective or other 
Gramophone records and other sound or similar recordings; matnc~ 
for the production of records, prepared record blanks. film for me-
chanical sound recording, prepared tapes. wires, stri~ and the like, 
articles of a lcind commonly used for sound or similar recording 
Sporting guns, rifles and carbines 
Wads for shotguns; sporting cartridjzes, cartridges for revolvers, pis-
tols and walking-stick gun~. ball or shot cartridges for target-shooting 
guns of calibres up to 9 mm; cartridges cases for sporting guns and 
sporting rifles, of metal and paperboard; bullets, shot and buckshot 
for sporting guns and sporting rifles 
Furn1ture and parts thereof; bedding, mattresses, mattress supports, 
cushions and similar stuffed furnishings, exc.iurling heading No 94.02 
Brooms. brushes, feather dusters, powder putTs and s1eves excluding 
heading Nos 96.03, 96.05 and 96.06 
Wheeled toys designed to be ridden by children (for example. toy bicy· 
cles and tricycles. and pedal motor cars); dolls' prams and dolls' push-
chairs 
Dolls 
Other toy.; working models of a kind u.~ed for recreational pu~ 
Streamers and confetti 
Miscellaneous manufactured articles, excluding stylograph pens of 
heading No 98.03 and excluding heading Nos 98.04, 98.!0, 98.1 ~ 911. 
14. and 98.15 
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List of products referred to in Article 32 of the Apeement of Assoc:imon 


































Meat and edible meat oft'als 
Fish, crustaceans and molluscs 
Dairy produce; birds' eggs; natural honey 
Guts, bladders and stomachs of animals (other than riSh), whole and 
pieces thereof 
Animal products not elsewhere specified or included; dead animals of 
Chapters 1 or 3, unlit for human consumption 
Live trees and other plants; bulbs, roots and the like; cut nowers and 
ornamental foliage 
Edible vegetables and certain roots and tubers 
Edible fruit and nuts; peel of melons or citrus fruit 
Coffee, tea and spices, excluding mate (No 09.03) 
Cereals 
Products of the milling industry; malt and starches; gluten; inulin 
Oil seeds and oleaginous fruit; miscellaneous grains, seeds and fruit; 
industrial and medical plants; straw and fodder 
Pectin 
Lard and other rendered pig fat; rendered poultry fat 
Unrendered fats of bovine cattle, sheep or goats: tallow (including 
'premier jus') produced from those fats 
Lard stearin, oleostearin and tallow stearin; lard oil; oleo-oil and tal-
low oil, not emulsified or mixed or prepared in any way 
Fats and oils. of fish and marine mammals, whether or not mmed 
Fixed vegetable oils, Huid or solid, crude, refined or purified 
Animal or vegetable oils and fats, hydrogenated, whether or not re-
fined but not further prepared 
Margarine, imitation lard and other prepared edible fats 
Residues resulting from the treatment of fatty substances or animal or 
vegetable waxes 
Preparations of meat, of fish, of crustaceans or molluscs 
Beet sugar and cane sugar, solid 
Other sugars; sugar syrups; artificial honey (whether or not mixed 
with natural honey); caramel 
Molasses, whether or not decolorized 
Cocoa beans, whole or broken, raw or roasted 
Cocoa shells, husks, skins and waste 
Preparations of vegetables, fruit or other parts of plants 
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Grape must, in fermentation or with fermentation arrested otherwise 
than by the addition of alcohol 
Wine of fresh grapes; grape must with fermentation arrested by the 
addition of alcohol 
Other fermented beverages (for example cider, perry and mead) 
Residues and waste from the food industries; prepared animal fodder 
Unmanufactured tobacco; tobacco refuse 
Natural cork, unworked, crushed, granulated or ground; waste cork 
Flax, raw or processed but not spun; flax tow and waste (including 
pulled or garnetted rags) 
True hemp (can1Ulbis saliva), raw or processed but not spun; tow and 
waste oftrue hemp (including pulled or garnetted rags or ropes) 
B. Products listed in Council Regulation No 7 a of the Community adding certain products to the list 









Flavoured or coloured sugars, syrups and molasses, but not including 
fruit juices containing added sugar in any proportion 
Ethyl alcohol, denatured or not, of any strength, obtained from agri-
cultural products listed in Annex 11 to the Treaty, excluding spirits, 
liqueurs, and other spirituous beverages, compound alcoholic prepara-
tions (known as 'concentrated extracts') for the manufacture of 
beverages 
Vinegar and substitutes for vinegar 













Lilt cl apicultural prodw:U nferncl to iD Article 37 (I) of the Aareement of Auociadan 
Salt water fish, fresh, cllilled or frozen 
Natural boney 
Guts, bladders and stomachs of animals (other than fish), whole and 
pieces thereof 















Cucumbers and gherkins 




Vegetables provisiooally preserved in brine, in sulphur water or in 
other preservative solutions, but not specially prepared for immediate 
consumption: 
Olives 
Dried leguminous vegetables, shelled, whether or not skinned or split: 
Peas, includm& chick-peas and beans, broad beans and lentils 
Citrus fruit, fresh or dried: 
Oranges 




Dried fJ&S 1 
Fresh grapes for direct consumption 
Dried grapes 1 
• Not 10 be imported ill packaaes cxceediq IS ta ill woilht. 
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Apples, pears and quinces, fresh 










Melons and the like 







Fruit provisionally preserved in brine, in sulphur water, or in other 
preservative solutions, but not specially prepared for immediate 
consumption: 
Citrons 
Fruit, dried, other than that falling within heading No 08.01, 08.02, 




Apples and pears 
Peel of melons and citrus fruit, fresh, frozen, dried or provisionally 
preserved in brine, in sulphur water or other preservative solutions 
Pepper; pimento: 
Crushed or ground pepper 
Seeds ofanise, badian, fennel, coriander, cumin, caraway andjunipct: 
Aniseed 
Fennel seed 
Thyme, saffron and bay-leaves; other spices: 
Thyme 




















Plants and parts (including seeds and fruit) of trees. bushes. shrubs or 
other plants, being goods of a kind used primarily in perfumery, in 
pharmacy or for insecticidal, fungicidal or similar purpo~es. fresh or 






Locust bean~. fresh or dried, whether or not kibbled or ground: 
Locust beans 1 
Locust bean seeds 
Locust bean flour 
Cereal straw and husks. unprepared. whether or not chopped: 
Sorghum straw 
Fixed vegetable oils. fluid or solid, crude, refined or purified: 
Olive oil 
Oil extracted from olive residue 
Prepared or preserved fish. including caviar and caviar substitutes 
Vegetables. prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid or other-
wise. with or without salt. spices, mustard or sugar: 
Tomatoes 










Jams. fruit jellies. marmalades, fruit puree and fruit pastes, being 
cooked preparations, whether, or not containing added sugar: 
Jams 
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Fruit puree and fruit pastes 
Fruit otherwise prepared or preserved without spirit. whether or not 
containing added sugar: 
Oranges 














Fruit JUi~:es (including grape juice but excluding grape must) and ve-
getable juices. whether or not containing added sugar. but unfermentcd 
and not contain in!! spirit (not m~ luding pineapple juice) 
Unmanufactured tobacc.J: tobacco refuse 
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ANNEX IV 
List of invisible transactions referred to in Article 61 of the Agreement of Association 
Maritime freights, including chartering, harbour expenses, disbursements for fishing vessels, etc. 
Inland waterway freights, including chartering. 
Road transport: passengers and freights, including chartering. 
Air transport: passengers and freights, including chartering: 
payment by passengers of international air tickets and excess luggage charges; payment of interna-
tional air freight charges and chartered flights; 
receipts from the sale of international air tickets, excess luggage charges, international air freight 
charges and chart~red flights. 
For all means of maritime trans!)ort: harbour services (bunkering and provisioning, maintenance, re-
pairs, expenses for crews, etc). 
For all means of inland waterway transport: harbour services (bunkering and provisioning, mainte-
nance and minor repairs of equipment, expenses for crews, etc). 
For all means of commercial road transport: fuel, oil, minor repairs, garaging, expenses for drivers and 
crews, etc. 
For all means of air transport: operating costs and general overheads, including repairs to aircraft and 
to air transport equipment. 
Warehousing and storage charges, customs clearance. 
Customs duties and fees. 
Transit charges. 
Repair and assembly charges. 
Processing, fmishing, processing of work under contract, and other services of the same nature. 
Repair of ships. 
Repair of means of transport other than ships and aircraft. 
Technical assistance (assistance relating to the production and distribution of goods and services at all 
stages, given over a period limited according to the specific purposes of such assistance, and including 
advice or visits by experts, preparation of plans and blueprints, supervision of manufacture, market 
research, training of personnel). 
Commission and brokerage. 
Profits arising out of transit operations or sales of transhipment. 
Banking commissions and charges. 
Representation expenses. 
Advertising by all media. 
Business travel. 
Participation by subsidiary companies and branches in overhead expenses of parent companies situated 
abroad and vice versa. 
Contracting (construction and maintenance of buildings, roads, bridges, ports, etc carried out by spe-
cialized firms, and, generally, at fixed prices after open tender). 
Differences, margins and deposits due in respect of operations on commodity terminal markets in con-
formity with normal bonaflde commercial practice. 
Tourism. 
Travel for private reascms (education). 
Travel for private reasons (health). 
Travel for private reasons (family). 
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Subscriptions to newspapers, periodicals, books, musical publications. 
Newspapers, periodicals, books, musical publications and records. 
Printed films, commercial, documentary. education. etc. (rentals. dues, subscriptions, reproduction and 
synchronization fees, etc). 
Membership fees. 
Current maintenance and repair of private property abroad. 
Government expenditure (official representation abroad, contributions to international organizations). 
Taxes. court expenses, registration fees for patents and trade marks. 
Claims for damages. 
Refunds in the case of cancellation of contracts and refunds of uncalled-for payments. 
Fines. 
Periodical settlements in connection with public transport and postal. telegraphic and telephone ser 
vices. 
Exchange authorizations granted to own or foreign nationals emigrating. 
Exchange authori7ations granted to own or foreign nationals returning to their country of origin. 
Salaries 1nd wages (of frontier or seasonal workers and of other non-residents. without prejudice to the 
right of a country to regulate terms of employment of foreign nationals). 
Emigrants' remittances (without prejudice to the: right of a country to regulate immigration). 
Fees. 
Dividends and shares m profits. 
Interest on debentures. mortgages. etc. 
Rent. 
Contractual amortization (with the exception of transfers in connection with amortization having the 
character either of anticipated payments or of the discharge of accumulated arrears). 
Profits from business activity. 
Authors' royalties. 
Patents, designs. trade marks and inventions (the assignment and licensing of patent rights. designs. 
trade marks and inventions, whether or not legally protected, and transfers arising out of such assign-
ment or licensing). 
Consu Jar receipts. 
Pensions and other income of a similar nature. 
Maintenance payments resulting from a legal obligation or from a decision of a court and financial as-
sistance in cases of hardship. 
Transfers by instalments of assets deposited in one member country by persons residing in another 
member country whose personal income in that country is not sufficient to cover their living expenses. 
Transactions and transfers in connection with direct insurance. 
Transactions and transfers in connection with reinsurance and retrocession. 
Opening and reimbursement of commercial industrial credits. 
Trar.sfers of minor amounts abroad. 
Charges for document::ticn of all kinds incurr~ on :heir own account by authonz~d dealers in foreign 
exchange. 
Sports prizes anu rar.m~ e:•rnmgs. 
lnhc:rita:Jce~. 
Dowries. 
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THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
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PROTOCOL No I 
on public contracts 
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Agreement of Association. and in particular Article 5 
thereof, the Contracting Parties shall progressively adjust the terms governing participation 
in contracts concluded by public authorities and undertakings or by private undertakings to 
which special or exclusive rights are granted, in order to abolish, by the end of the transition-
al period laid down in Article 15 of the Agreement, any discrimination between nationals of 
Member States of the Community and nationals of Greece established in the territory of the 
Contracting Parties. 
The rules and timetable for the adjustment provided for in this Protocol shall be determined 
by the Council of Association in the light of the solutions adopted in that field by Member 
States ofthe Community. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
PROTOCOL No 2 
on the application of Article 7 ofthe Agreement of Association 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
The Contracting Parties hereby declare that Article 7 of the Agreement of Association shall 
apply only to goods exported from Member States of the Community, or from Greece, after 
the signature of that Agreement. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
PROTOCOL No 3 
on the levy provided for in Article 8 of the Agreement of Association 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
Considering that non-application of the levy provided for in Article 8 of the Agreement of 
Association cannot harm the processing industries of the importing State as long as the rate 
of reduction in customs duties made by that State does not exceed 20%, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
The levy provided for in Article 8 of the Agreement shall not be applied in the territory of the 
Contracting Party from which the goods, obtained or produced under the conditions referred 
to in that Article are exported, for as long as the reduction in customs duties on the majority 
of goods imported into the other Contracting Party does not exceed 20%. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
PROTOCOL No 4 
on German internal trade and connected problems 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
Considering the conditions at present existing by reason of the division of Germany, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
GEN I 
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I. Since trade between the German territories subject to the Basic Law for the Federal Re-
public of Germany and the German territories in which the Basic Law does not apply is a 
part of German internal trade, the application of the Agreement of Association in Germany 
requires no change in the treatment currently accorded this trade. 
2. Each Contracting Party shall inform the other Contracting Party of any agreements relat-
ing to trade with the German territories in which the Basic Law for the Federal Republic of 
Germany does not apply, and of any implementing provisions. Each Contracting Party shall 
ensure that implementation of such agreements does not conflict with the principles of the 
Association and shall in particular take appropriate measures to avoid harming the economy 
of the other Contracting Party. 
3. Each Contracting Party may take appropriate measures to prevent any difficulties arising 
for it from trade between the other Contracting Party and the German territories in which the 
Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany does not apply. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
PROTOCOL No 5 
on goods originating in or coming from third countries not parties to the Association which 
are elig~ble for special customs treatment by reason of their origin or source 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
Desiring to clarify the effect of the Agreement of Association on certain goods originating in 
or coming from certain third countries not parties to the Association, which are eligible for 
soecial customs treatment on importation into one of the Contracting Parties by reason of 
their origin or source, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
J. Goods imported into one.of the Contracting Parties from third countries not parties to the 
Association, which are eligible for special customs treatment by reason of their origin or 
source. shall not be considered to be in free circulation in that Contracting Party within the 
meaning of Article 7 of the Agreement if re-exported to the other Contracting Party. 
2. Before the end of the first year after the entry into force of the Agreement the Contracting 
Parties shall inform each other of their rules governing the special treatment referred to in 
this Protocol. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
PROTOCOL No 6 
on the special arrangements to be applied by Member States of the Community in their trade 
with Greece 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
Takinr' • to account the special economic situation of Greece; 
Desiring to contribute to its economic development, 
liAV: \GREED AS FOLLOWS: 
i. As r: ,,ards products other than those listed in Annex 11 to the Agreement of Association, 
Member States shall: 
(a) notwithstanding Article 14 of the Agreement, apply to products imported from Greece 
those customs duties and charges having equivalent effect which they apply to each other 
at the date of the entry into force of the Agreement; they shall extend to Greece the suc-
cessive reductions which they make pursuant to Articles 13, 14 and 17 of the Treaty es-
tablishing the Community; 
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(b) extend to Greece the measures for the elimination of quantitative restrictions which they 
already apply to each other at the date of entry into force of the Agreement and which 
they apply to each other pursuant to Article 4 of the Decision of the Council of the 
Community of 12 May 1960, on acceleration of the timetable for the attainment of the 
objectives of the Treaty establishing the Community; 
(c) extend to Greece the abolition of quota restrictions on products pursuant to Article 33 (4) 
of the Treaty establishing the Community; 
(d) extend to Greece the measures which they have taken or will take pursuant to Commis-
sion directives as provided for in Article 33 (7) of the Treaty establishing the Community, 
and which establish the procedure and timetable for the abolition between Member States 
of measures having an effect equivalent to quotas: 
(e) extend to Greece the measures for the elimination of customs duties and quantitative res-
trictions on exports. and charges and measures having equivalent effect, which they apply 
to each other pursuant to Articles 16 and 34 of the Treaty establishing the Community. 
2. As regards the products listed in Annex Ill to the Agreement. Member States shall: 
(a) notwithstanding Article 37 of the Agreement, apply to products imported from Greece 
those customs duties and charges having equivalent effect which they apply to each other 
at the date of entry into force of the Agreement; they shall extend to Greece the succes-
sive reductions which they make in the future pursuant to Articles 13. 14 and I 7 of the 
Treaty establishing the Community: 
(b) notwithstanding Article 37 of the Agreement. apply to quotas opened to Greece on the 
basis of Article 25 (2) of the Agreement, those percentage increases which they already 
apply between themselves at the date of entry into force of the Agreement: and shall ex· 
tend to such quotas the successive percentage increases which they make in the future 
pursuant to the Treaty establishing the Community; 
(c) in respect of the products referred to in Article 25 (4), open import quotas equivalent to 
not less than 7·5% of the quotas opened by each Member State for 1960 in respect of other 
Member States. The successive percentage increases which Mef1ll>er States make in future 
pursuant to the Treaty establishing the Community shall be extended to the quotas thus 
opened. The speciat rules applied by Member States to other Member States in respect of 
imports of the products in quc:Stion shall likewise be applied to imports from Greece. 
(d) extend to Greece the abolition of quota restrictions on products pursuant to Article 33(4) 
of the Treaty establishing the Community: 
(e) extend to Greece the measures which they have taken or will take pursuant to the Com-
mission directives, provided for in Article 33 (7} ofthe Treaty establishing the Community. 
establishing the procedure and timetable for the abolition between Member States of mea-
sures having an effect equivalent to quotas; 
(0 extend to Greece the measures for the elimination of customs duties and quantitative res-
trictions on exports and charges and measures having an equivalent effect, which they 
adopt between themselves pursuant to Articles 16 and 34 of the Treaty establishing the 
Community. 
This paragraph shall be applied in anticipation of harmonization of the agricultural policies 
of the Community and Greece. 
3. If the process of elimination of customs duties and quantitative restrictions between the 
Member States is accelerated after the entry into force of the Agreement, that acceleration 
shall be extended to Greece. The Council of Association shall determine the arrangements for 
parallel endeavours by Greece. 
4. Where the application of Article 14 of the Agreement t-y Greece and of ths urotocol by 
Member States might have the effect of reducinB Greece custons duties by hig!ter pt>rcentage 
tloan that made by Member States, Greece may temporarily suspe.1d its tariff r<>ductio,s until 
tl.e diffc:ence between the percentllf,e reductions mack by MeMM States af'd Gr!ece has 
~ elimmated. 
Tl is Protocol !'ha'l b.! a.m .. xe.t to the A:;reement of Association. 
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PROTOCOL No 7 
on certain suspended duties in the Greek Customs Tariff 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
I. Articles 12, 14 (2) and 3 7 (2) of the Agreement of Association shall, in respect of the prod-
ucts listed below. apply to the duties in the Greek Customs Tariff in force on I January 1961 : 
Greek Customs 
T anff head1n~ No 
01.02 A 8 CD 
01.04 A 8 C 
02.01 A la, A 2a 
02.01 A lb 
02.01 A 2b 
10.01 A 
rlecicnpuon 
} Live animals 




2. If negotiations for reviewing the Greek Customs Tariff brought into force on 27 April 
1960 are initiated under Article XXVIII (5) of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, 
and reductions in duties ensue, the resulting reduced duties shall constitute the basic duties on 
which Greece will make tariff reductions pursuant to the Agreement of Association. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
PROTOCOL No 8 
on the opening of certain tariff quotas by Greece 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
Taking into account the special situation of Greece, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
The Community shall not oppose the granting by Greece of tariff quotas referred to in Article 
21 of the Agreement of Association, provided that: 
(a) the aggregate annual value of those quotas does not exceed 10% of the value of Greek 
imports from third countries during the last year for which statistics are available, ex-
cluding imports effected with resources referred to in the Protocol on the use by Greece of 
American aid; 
(b) the value of imports of a product permitted under the tariff quotas does not exceed one-
third of the total imports of that product into Greece during the last year for which statis-
tics are available. 
The I 0% mentioned in subparagraph (a) shall include imports from third countries which are 
allowed to enter duty-free pursuant to special provisions for the development of the Greek 
economy or pursuant to contractual obligations. 
Greece shall inform the Council of Association of the measures it proposes to take pursuant 
to this Protocol. 
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The Council of Association may, at the end of the transitional period laid down in Article 6 
of the Agreement. decide whether this Protocol is to be rescinded or amended. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
PROTOCOL No 9 
on the use by Greece of American aid 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES. 
Anxious not to prejudice the use of American aid by Greece, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
I. Should provisions of the Agreement of Association impede the use by Greece of special 
asststance resources made available to the Greek economy. either directly by the Govern· 
ment of the United States of America or through an organ designated by that Government. 
Greece may. after notifying the Council of Association: 
(a) open import tariff quotas which satisfy the requirement laid down in Article 21 (2). of the 
Agreement for goods originating in the United States, the purchase of which is financed 
with those resources: 
(b) import free of duty goods which are gifts within the meaning of Title Ill of Public Law 
480; 
(c) restrict invitations to tender to suppliers of products originating in the United States. 
where the use of the resources in question entails the importation of goods originating tn 
th<· United States, or where a tendering procedure is prescribed by the legislation of 
Greece or the United States. 
2. The Council of Association may. at the end of the transitional period laid down in Article 
6 of the Agreement. decide whether this Protocol is to be rescinded or amended. 
Meanwhile. should changes occur in the nature of the resources referred to in paragraph I of 
this Protocol, or in the procedure governing their use, or should difficulties arise in respect of 
their use. the Council of Association shall reconsider the situation with a view to taking the 
appropriate measures. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
PROTOCOL No 10 
on amendments to the Common Customs Tariff 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
I. Until the end of the transitional period laid down in Article 6 of the Agreement of Asso-
ciation. prior consent of the Council of Association shall be obtained for any amendment to 
Common Customs Tariff rates which amounts to more than 20%. in either direction. of the 
ad valorem rates in force on I October 1960 for the following products: 
- Tobacco 
- Dried grapes 
- Olives 
- Rosin 
- Spirits of turpentine 
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2. As regards tobacco. the above procedure shall apply also to any change of more than 10% 
in the maximum and minimum specific duties. 
3. During the transitional period laid down in Article 6 of the Agreement and as regards the 
products listed in paragraph I. the Council of Association must give its consent before one or 
more Member States may suspend the levying of duties in whole or in part. or open tariff quo 
tas in respect of imports from third countries which arc not associated with the Community. 
where the annual volume involved for the Community as a whole exceeds the fullowmg 
limits: 
(a) for tobacco. 22 000 metric tons; 
(b) for other products. 15% of the volume of Community imports from third countric~ dunng 
the last year for which statistics are available. 
As regards rosin and spirits of turpentine. the Council of Association shall authome the 
granting of tariff quotas for more than the quantities specified in the foregoing subparagraph 
if the conditions set out in Article 25 ( 1). of the Treaty establishing the Community are ful-
filled. account being taken of the quantities produced in Greece which can be exported to the 
Community under normal marketing conditions. 
The Council of Association may, at the end of the transitional period laid down in Article 6 
of the Agreement. decide whether this paragraph is to remain in force or be amended. 
4. Where the Community opens tariff quotas for the five products listed in paragraph I. the 
treatment accorded to Greece shall not be less favourable than that accorded to a country not 
party to the Agreement. 
Th1s Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreemtnt of Association. 
PROTOCOL No 11 
on the deposits currently required in Greece for imports of certain goods 
fHE CONTRACTING PARTIES. 
Taking into account the need to ensure the free movement of goods between the Community 
and Greece. 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
I. Greece shall progressively abolish the deposits which Greek importers are required to 
lodge before importing certain goods from Member States of the Community. 
2. The progressive abolition of the deposits shall take place in accordance with Articles 14 
and 15 of the Agreement of Association. 
3. Deposits exceeding 140% of the value for customs purposes of goods imported from 
Member States shall be reduced, from the date of entry into force of the Agreement, to 140%. 
They shall be abolished in accordance with the timetable laid down in paragraph 2. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
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PROTOCOL No 12 
on Articles 12 and 37 of the Agreement of Association 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
HA YE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
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The levy system envisaged within the framework of the common agricultural policy consti-
tutes a measure specific to that policy which in the case of its application by either Party is 
not to be considered as a charge having equivalent effect to customs duties within the mean-
ing of Articles 12 and 37 of the Agreement of Association if applied by either Party. 
The Community declares, however, that at the present time the levy system is not envisaged 
for products listed in Annex -Ill. If, however, levies are also imposed on those products, 
Greece shall enjoy the same treatment as that applied by Member States to each other. This 
arrangement shall remain in force until the Council of Association has taken the decision 
provided for in Article 35, or until expiry of the two-year and one-year time limits referred to 
in Article 36 (I) and (2) respectively. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
PROTOCOL No 13 
on the exportation to Greece of certain agricultural products of Member States of the Com-
munity 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
I. Greece shalp take appropriate measures to facilitate to the fullest extent possible the im-
portation of agricultural products from the Community. 
2. For this purpose, notwithstanding Article 37 (2) of the Agreement of Association and un-
til the Council of Association has taken the decision provided for iri Article 35, Greece shall 
apply in respect of products listed in the annex to this Protocol and coming from Member 
States of the Community, the rules laid down in Articles 15, 26 and 27 of the Agreement for 
the abolition of customs duties, import quotas, and charges and measures having equivalent 
effect. 
However, the rates of the four reductions listed in Article 15 (l) shall be: 
- for ham (heading Nos ex 02.06 and ex 16.02) 10%, 10%, 10%, 10%; 
- for cheese of European type (heading No ex 04.04) 10%, 10%, 10%., 5%; 
- for butter (heading No 04.03) 10%, 10%, 5%, 5%. 
3. At the end of the tenth year after the date of entry into force of the Agreement, the Council 
of Association shall lay down the rules applicable to imports of the abovementioned products 
if in the meantime the decision provided for in Article 35 has not been taken. 
If these rules are not laid down at the end of the tenth year, Greece shall be free to take any 
measure which it considers appropriate, on condition that the rules applicable to trade in the 
product in question are at least as favourable as those applicable to imports from States re-
ceiving general most-favoured-nation treatment. 
4. The measures which the Council of Association decides to take, following . the annual 
review provided for in Article 40 of the Agreement, may lead to amendment of the list an-
nexed to this Protocol. 
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5. As progress is made in the implementation of the Agreement, Greece shall endeavour to 
extend import openings, both with regard to the products listed in the annex to this Protocol 
and to other agricultural products from the Community. in order to achieve a harmonious 
development of agricultural trade. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to th<: Agreement of Association. 
LIST REFERRED TO IN PARAGRAPH 2 OF PROTOCOL No 13 ON THE EXPORTATION TO 



























Live animals of the bovine species 
Meat and edible offals of the animals falling within heading Nos 0 I. 
0 I, 0 1.02, 01.03 or 0 1.04, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Dead poufiry (that is to say, fowls, ducks, geese, turkeys and guinea 
fowls) and edible offals thereof (except liver), fresh, chilled or frozen 
Unrendered pig fat, fresh, chilled, frozen, salted, in brine, dried or 
smoked 
Meat and edible meat offals, salted, in brine, dried or smoked: 
- Ham 
- Pig fat containing lean meat ('streaky bacon') 
Fish, smoked, salted or in brine: 
- Herring 
- Cod 
Milk, preserved, concentrated or sweetened 
Butter 
Cheese of European type 
Rice: 
- Whole grains, husked, whether or not polished or glazed 
- Broken rice 
Oat flakes and oat groats 
Seeds, fruit and spores, of a kind used for sowing 
Lard and other rendered pig fat; rendered poultry fat 
Unrendered fats of bovine cattle, sheep or goats; tallow (including 
'premier jus') produced from those fats 
Fixed vegetable oils, fluid or solid, crude, refined or purified 
(excluding olive oil and oil extracted from marc of olives) 
Animal or vegetable oils and fats, hydrogenated, whether or not re-
fined, but not further prepared 
Margarine, imitation lard and other prepared edible fats 
Sausages and the like, of meat, meat offal or animal blood 
Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal 
Meat extracts and meat juices 
Beet sugar and cane sugar, solid 
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PROTOCOL No 14 
on Greek exports of wine of fresh grapes, and of grape must with fermentation arrested by 
the addition of alcohol (heading No 22.05 in the Brussels Nomenclature) 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
Conscious of the special problems involved in working out a common agricultural policy for 
wine on the one hand and of the importance of wine exports to the Greek economy on the 
other, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
I. The Federal Republic of Germany shall open tariff quotas in favour of Greece for the 
quantities shown below, at the rate of duty chargeable on imports from other Member States 
of the Community: 
- wines for direct consumption: 65 000 hi 
- wines for the preparation of vermouth, for making vinegar or for distillation or coupage: 
100 000 hi 
2. The Kingdom of Belgium, the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands shall apply to imports from Greece the treatment accorded to imports from 
Germany France and Italy. 
3. The French Republic and the Italian Republic declare their readiness to open a quota in 
favour of Greece, in connection with the opening of quotas for imports from their fellow 
Members of the Community, and after the problem has been examined in the Council of As-
sociation. 
4. The French Republic shall charge, on imports of Samos muscatel wines accompanied by 
a certificate of origin, the duties chargeable on liqueur wines imported from Member States. 
5. Whenever quotas existing within the Community are increased, the Council of Associa-
tion shall make a corresponding increase in favour of Greece. 
As regards the tariff quota for wines for the preparation of vermouth, for making vinegar or 
for distillation and coupage, whenever the Federal Republic of Germany increases quotas for 
imports from Member States of the Community ofwines for direct consumption, the Council 
of Association shall make a corresponding increase in favour of Greece. 
6. The preceding paragraphs shall remain in force until the Council of Association has taken 
the decision provided for in Article 35, or until expiry of the two-year and one-year time lim-
its referred to in Article 36( I) and (2) respectively. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
PROTOCOL No 15 
on the importation of unmanufactured tobacco and tobacco refuse (beading No 24.01 in the 
Brussels Nomenclature) 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
Conscious of the importance of tobacco exports to the Greek economy, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
I. The customs duties in force for unmanufactured tobacco and tobacco refuse on I January 
195 7 in the Member States of the Community shall be reduced by 50% at the date of imple-
mentation of the Agreement of Association. 
• 
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2. Member States .shall, not later than the date of entry into force of the Agreement, make the 
initial alignment of their respective national tariffs for unmanufactured tobacco and tobacco 
refuse on the Common Customs Tariff, in accordance with Article 23 of the Treaty establish-
ing the Community. 
3. Customs duties on imports of unmanufactured tobacco and tobacco refuse from Greece 
into Member States shall be abolished by 31 December 1967 at the latest. From that date 
Member States shall apply the Common Customs Tariff in its entirety in respect of unmanu-
factured tobacco and tobacco refuse. 
4. During the five years following the entry into force of the Agreement, Member States in 
whose territory trade in tobacco is carried on by a monopoly of a commercial character un-
dertake to maintain their annual purchases of unmanufactured tobacco and tobacco refuse of 
Greek origin at the level of their average imports for manufacturing purposes during 1957, 
1958 and 1959. 
5. Pending the replacement of national tobacco organizations by a common organization, 
where imports of unmanufactured tobacco and tobacco refuse of Greek origin into Member 
States in whose territory trade in tobacco is not conducted by a monopoly of a commercial 
character are running at a higher level than average imports in 1957, 1958 and 1959 as a re-
sult of the tariff provisions set out in paragraphs I, 2 and 3 above. the other Member States 
undertake to increase their purchases each year by an equivalent proportion of their average 
imports of unmanufactured tobacco and tobacco refuse of Greek origin for manufacturing 
purposes during 1957, 1958and 1951J. 
In the first year in which the Agreement is in force, the French tobacco monopoly shall, as a 
temporary measure, increase its purchases of unmanufactured tobacco and tobacco refuse of 
Greek origin by 10% of its average imports from Greece for manufacturing purposes during 
1957, 1958and 1959. · 
6. Notwithstanding paragraphs 4 and 5 above, during the five years following the entry into 
force of the Agreement annual purchases by the Italian tobacco monopoly of unmanufac-
tured tobacco and tobacco refuse of Greek origin shall be not less than 60% of that mono-
poly's imports of oriental types of tobacco; they must in any case amount to at least US S 2·8 
million. 
At the end of these live years, unless otherwise decided by the Council of Association, the 
Italian tobacco monopoly may either agree to continue the undertaking provided for in the 
foregoing subparagraph or comply with the first subparagraph of paragraph 5 of this Proto-
col. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
PROTOCOL No 16 
on the common agricultural policy for tobacco 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
Conscious of the special significance of tobacco for the economy and the export trade of Greece. 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
I. During the first two stages of the transitional period laid down in the Treaty establishing 
the Community. the common agricultural policy for tobacco shall not be introduced or altered 
without the assent of the Council of Association. 
2. The Community shall endeavour to introduce that policy during the first two stages men-
tioned in paragraph I . 
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3. If that policy is introduced or altered after the end of the second stage of the transitional 
period laid down in the Treaty establishing the Community, it shall, while taking into ac-
count the objectives set out in Article 39 of that Treaty, be so devised as not to prejudice the 
maintenance and expansion of imports of tobacco from Greece resulting from the application 
of the Agreement of Association and of the Protocol on imports of unmanufactured tobacco 
and tobacco refuse. 
4. If Greece cannot harmonize its policy with the common agricultural policy for tobacco as 
and when this is determined, Greece shall retain the right to maintain exports to the Commu-
nity in an appropriate form at the amount which they have attained by that time. The amount 
of the increase designed to ensure the expansion of imports of Greek tobacco shall be deter-
mined by the Council of Associaton. 
This Protocol shali he annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
PROTOCOL No 17 
on the importation of dried grapes (heading No ex 08.04 in the Brussels Nomenclature) 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
In order to encourage a rapid expansion of Greek exports of dried grapes to the Community, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
1. The customs duties in force for dried grapes on I January 195 7 in Member States of the 
Community shall be reduced by 50% at the date of entry into force of the Agreement of As-
sociation. 
2. Member States shall, not later than the date of entry into force of the Agreement, make the 
first alignment of their respective national tariffs for dried grapes on the Common Customs 
Tariff, in accordance with Article 23 of the Treaty establishing the Community. 
3. Customs duties on imports of dried grapes into Member States shall be abolished not later 
than the end of the sixth year after the entry into force of the Agreement. From that date 
Member States shall apply the Common Customs Tariff in its entirety to dried grapes. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
PROTOCOL No 18 
on the exportation to the Community of certain Greek agricultural products 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
Conscious that the exportation of certain agricultural products is of vital importance to cer-
tain Member States of the Community and to Greece; 
Having regard to the necessity of meeting as far as possible, within the framework of the 
Treaty establishine the Community and of the Agreement of Association with Greece, the 
requirements of th"- c ~onomies of Greece and Member States which export those agricultural 
products, 
Have agreed to rep• · · ~"~Curts of those agricultural products by Greece to the Community 
in the following mt~. ''· 
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l. This Protocol shall apply to the following fresh products: 
- citrus fruit, 
- grapes for direct consumption, 
- peaches. 
2. The protective clause in paragraph 3 of this Protocol may be invoked only if Greek ex-
ports to the Community of each of the products listed in paragraph I above exceed the fol-
lowing tonnages: 
(a) from the date of entry m to forct· of the Agreement of Association: 
- citrus fru>t 
- grapes fer direct consumption 
- peaches 
22 000 metric tons 
15 000 metric tons 
40 000 metric tons. 
(b) from rhe se<:ond to the fifth year inclusive: for each year. the tonnage allowed for the 
previous year. plus 20%: 
(c) from the sixth year until the expiry of this Protocol. the tonnage allowed for the previous 
year plus a percentage to be determined by the Council of Association. 
If Greece should face real difficulties in maintaining its exports of citrus fruit to third coun-
tries with which it has bilateral trade agreements. the Council of Association shall consider 
the possibility of increasing the tonnages laid down above. 
3. Where < xpons from Greece to the Community exceed the tonnages specified in paragraph 
2. and whe·e these exports arc liable to create real difficulties for similar exports from Mem-
her States. the < 'ommunity may. at the request of one of the Member States. and on a propos 
al from the Con ,mission. take such measures as may be necessary. 
There shall ·-,e p· .or consultation with Greece in the Council of Association. 
4. Paragraphs to ~ shall remain in force until the common agricultural policy of the Com-
munity an' I thr agricultural policy of Greece have been harmonized as rc:g:ards the products 
specified ir- paragraph I, or until the expiry of the two-year and one-year time limits referred 
to in Article 36 ~I) and (2) respectively of the Agreement. 
This Protocol sl1all be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
THE CO'-ITRACnNG PARTIES, 
PROTOCOL No 19 
Fmancial Protocol 
Desiring to pro •ote the accelerated development of the Greek economy in furtherance of the 
objectives o • th• Agreement of Association. 
HAVE AGJ.. EEI AS FOLLOWS: 
I. Request for the financing of investment projects which will serve to increase the produc-
tivity of tlte Greek economy and to further the objectives of the A&reement of Association 
may be made by the Greek State and by Greek undertakings to the lending agency designated 
by the Con munity. 
2. The loans provided for in paragraph I may be granted to a total cl US S 125 million. This 
amount may be used in the five years following the entry iDto force cl this Protocol. 
3. (a) the exami1ation of the elcgibility of projects and the grutq of loans to the Gn:dt 
Stat.e and to Greek undertakiop shall be carried out in accordance with the rules. con-
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ditions and procedures which the Statute of the European Investment Bank lays down 
for the granting of loans: 
(b) the length of the amortization period of each loan shall be determined on the basis of 
the economic feature-; of the project to be financed: this period may be up to twenty-
five years: 
(c) loans may be used to cover expenditure on imports or domestic expenditure. where 
!;uch expenditure is necessary for carrying out approved investment projects: 
(d) Greece undertakes to make availahle to debtors of the lending agency the currency 
necessary for capital repayments and interest payments in respect of loans granted by 
that agency for projects to be carried out in Greece. 
4. Loans shall l,ear interest at the same rate as that charged by the European Investment 
Bank at the time of signature of th.: loan contract. However. in view of the priority accorded 
in Greece's investment programme to investment projects the return on which is indirect or 
long term. in particular those relating to land improvement. roads and power. the loans may. 
for up to two- thirds of the total specified in paragraph 2. qualify for interest rebates of 3% per 
annum. if the nature of the project for which financing is requested so requires. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
PROTOCOL No 20 
on trade between Greece and overseas countries and territories associated with the 
Community 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES. 
Taking into consideration the close economic ties between the Community and the overseas 
countries and territories associated with it: 
Recognizing that the application to products originating in the overseas countries and territo-
ries of the rules laid down by the Treaty establishing the Community may give rise to prob-
lems in respect of the movement of those products within the customs union established be-
tween the Community and Greece: 
Desiring to promote the development of trade between Greece and the overseas countries and 
territories. 
Have agreed to settle as soon as possible the question of indirect trade between Greece and 
the overseas countries and territories associated with the Community, and to propose to the 
competent authorities of those countries and territories negotiations with the Greek authori-
ties for the purpose of regulating by mutual agreement after consultation with the Community, 
the direct trade between those countries and territories and Greece. 
This Protocol shall be annexed to the Agreement of Association. 
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In witness whereof. the undersigned Plenipotentiaries hi!\C signed this Agreement. 
Done at A then~ this ninth day of July m the ye-.u one thousand nine hundred and sixty one. 
For His Majesty the King of the Belrians; 
Paui-Henri Spaak 
For the Prcsid~nt of the Federal Republic of Germany: 
Gcbhard Seelos 
For the President of the French Republic: 
Maurice Couve de Murville 
For the President of the Italian Republic: 
Fmilio Colombo 
For Her Royal Highness the Grand Duchess c>f Luxembourg: 
Eugi:ne Schaus 
For Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands: 
H. R. van Houten 
For the Council of the European 
E"onomic Community: 
L udwig Erhard 
For Hi~ Majesty the King 
of the Hellenes: 
P. Kanellopoulos 
,\. Protopapadakis 
E. A veroiT T ossiza 
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The Plenipotentiaries of 
FINAL ACT 
(63/1~) 
HIS MAJESTY TilE KING OF BELGIANS, lliE PRESIDENT OF lliE FEDERAL REPUB-
LIC OF GERMANY. lliE PRESIDENT OF l1IE FRENCH REPUBUC, lliE PRESIDENT 
OF THE ITALIAN REPUBUC, HER ROYAL mGHNESS l1IE GRAND DUCHESS OF 
LUXEMBOURG, HER MAJESTY lliE QUEEN OF lliE NElHERLANDS, AND THE 
COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, 
of the one part, and 
HIS MAJESTY lliE KING OF THE HELLENES. 
of the other part, 
Meeting at Athens, on the ninth day of July in the year one thousand nine hundred and sixty-
one for the signature of the Agreement establishq an Association between the European 
Economic Community and Greece, 
HAVE ADOPTED THE FOLWWING TEXTS: 
Agreement establishing an Association between the European Economic Community and 
Greece and Annexes thereto, together with the follcJwin& Protocols: 
Protocol No I on public contracts; 
Protocol No 2 on the application of Article 1 of the Agreement of Association; 
Protocol No 3 on the levy provided for in Article 8 of the Agrc:ement of the Association; 
Protocol No 4 on German internal trade and connected problems; 
Protocol No 5 on goods origiMting in or coming from third countries not parties to the 
Association, which are eligible for special customs treatment by reason of 
their origin or source; 
Protocol No 6 on the special arrangements to be applied by Member States of the Commu-
nity in their trade with Greece; 
Protocol No 1 on certain suspended duties in the Greet Customs Tarift"; 
Protocol No 8 on the opening of certain tarift" quotas by Greece; 
Protocol No 9 on the use by Greece of American aid; 
Protocol No 10 on amendments to the Common Customs Tariff; 
Protocol No 11 on the deposits required in Greece for imports of certain zoods; 
Protocol No 12 on Articles 12 and 37 of the Agtcement of Association; 
Protocol No 13 on the exportation to Greece of certain apicultural products of Member 
States of the Community; 
Protocol No 14 on Greek exports of wine of fresh grapes, and of grape must with fermenta-
- tion arrested by the addition of alcohol; 
Protocol No 15 on the importation of unmanufActured tobacco and tobacco refuse; 
Protocol No I 6 on the common agricultural policy for tobacco; 
Protocol No 17 on the importation of dried grapes; 
Protocol No 18 on the exportation to the Community of certain Greet qricultural products; 
Protocol No 19 Financial Protocol; 
Protocol No 20 on the trade between Greece and the OYa'ICIIS counbics and territories aao-
ciated with the Community. 
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The Plenipotentiares have also adopted the texts of the Declarations of Intent which are listed 
below and annexed to this Act (Annex 1): 
I. Declaration oflntent on certain products of importance to Greece; 
2. Declaration oflntent on access by Greece to the European Investment Bank. 
On signing these texts the Plenipotentiaries have: 
- adopted the Interpretative Declarations which are listed below and annexed to this Act 
(Annex 11): 
I. Interpretative Declaration on Article 31 of the Agreement of Association: 
2.Interpretative Declaration on Article 64 (3) of the Agreement of Association: 
3.1nterpretative Declaration on paragraphs 5 and 6 of Protocol No 15 on the importation 
of unmanufactured tobacco and tobacco refuse: 
4.lnterpretative Declaration on Protocol No 16 on the common agricultural policy for 
tobacco: 
5. Interpretative Declaration on the definition of 'Contracting Parties' in the Agreement of 
Association: 
- and taken note of the Declarations by the Government of the Federal Republic of Ger-
many which arc listed below and annexed to this Act (Annex Ill): 
I. Declaration on the definition of the expression 'German National': 
2. Declaration on the application of the Agreement to Berlin. 
The Plenipotentiaries have agreed that the Declarations annexed to this Act shall be subject-
ed. in the same manner as for the Agreement establishing an Association between the Euro-
pean Economic Community and Greece. to any procedures that may be necessary to ensure 
their validity. 
In witness whereof. the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed this Final Act. 
Done at Athens this nmth day of July 1n the year one thousand nine hundred and sixty-one. 
For His Majesty the King of the Belgians: 
Paul Henri Spaak. 
For the President of the Federal Republic of Germany: 
Gebhard Seelos. 
For the President of the French Republic: 
Maurice Couve de Murville, 
For the President of the Italian Republic: 
Emilio Colombo. 
For Her Royal Highness the Grand Duchess of Luxembourg: 
Eugi:ne Schaus. 
For Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands: 
H. R. van Houten. 
For the Council of the 
European Economic Community: 
Ludwig Erhard 
For His Majesty the King of the Hellenes: 
P. Kanellopoulos 
A. Protopapadakis 
E. A verofT-Tozitzas 
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ANNEX/ 
Dcclantioa ofiDteat 
I. Dec/araJion of lnlent on certain products of importance to Greece 
t I) The Community declares that it does not contemplate establishing a common organization of the 
market in dried grapes. 
(2) The Council of Association shall ellllllline the opportunities for expanding to the fullest possible 
extent trade in cotton between the Community and Greece. 
2. Dec/araJion of /menton access by Gnece to the E11ropean lnvestml!lll Bank 
The Member States of the Community, conscious of the importance for the development of the Greek 
economy of maintaining continuity in the external rmancing arrangements of Greece, declare their 
readiness to consider this question in the course of the five years following the entry into force of the 
Agreement of Association, and, in particular, to envisage access by Greece to the European Invest-
ment Bank. 
ANNEX/I 
I. Interpretative Declaration on A rtic/e 31 of the Agreement of Association 
The Contracting Parties recognize that Article 31 of the Agreement of Association must be inter-
preted in accordance with the principles set out in Articles 37 and 90 of the Treaty establishing 
the Community. 
2. Interpretative DeclaraJion on A rtic/e 64 (3) oft he Agreemmt of Association 
The Contracting Parties recognise that the mutual interests to be taken fully into account in accord-
ance with Article 64 (3) include the Community's interest in seeing other friendly nations accede to 
or associate themselves with it on equitable terms. 
3./trlerpretative Declllration on Paragraphs 5 and 6 of Protocol No 15 on imports of unm~~mif«lllred 
tobacco and tobacco rf!/ilse 
The Contracting Parties declare that: 
(I) The first subparagraph of paragraph 5 of Protocol No 15 on the importation of unmanufactured 
tobacco and tobacco refuse shall be interpreted in such a manner that, if the French and Italian 
monopolies are fully adjusted in accordance with the Treaty establishing the Community before 
the common o,rganization of the market has been substituted for national organizations, those 
monopolies shall no longer be governed by the undertaking specified in paragraphs 5 and 6. In 
that event, France and Italy shall be bound by the same obligations u countries in which tobacco 
is not the subject of a monopoly. 
(2) The purchasing commitments of the Italian monopoly shall be calculated on the basis of that 
-monopoly's annual imports of oriental types of tobacco, excluding inward processing traffic, as 
shown in official statistics. 
4./merpretative Declaralion on Protocol No 16 on the Common Agricrdhll'rl/ Policy for tobacco 
The Contracting Parties agree that the import openings provjded for in paragraph 4 of that Protocol 
shall take a form to be determined on the basis of the Community rules for the product in question. 
Determination of the amount of the envisaged increase shall take into account any special situation 
arising from substantial differences in tobacco policies or sales outlets on the Community market. 
5./nterpretative Declllration on the dl:flnilion of'Conlrrlcting Part/a' in the Agreem111t of Auocllldon 
The Contracting Parties agree that, for the purposes of the Agreement of Association, 'Contracting 
Parties' means on the one hand either the Community and MeniJer States or the Member States 
alone or the Community alone and on the other hand the Kingdom of Greece. The meaning in each 
case is to be deduced from the relevant provisions of the Agreement and from the corresponding 
provisions of the Treaty establishing the Community. In certain circumstances, such as those provided 
for in Articles 10, 55 and 56 of the Agreement of Association, 'Contracting Parties' means during 
the transitional period of the Treaty establishing the Community, the Member States and, after the 
expiry of that period, the Community. 
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ANNEXJ/1 
Declarations by the Government of the Federal Republic ofGennany 
I. Declaration on the dq,nition of the expression 'German national' 
All Germans as defined in the Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany shall be considered 
nationals of the Federal Republic ofGennany. 
2. Declaration on the application of the Agreement to Berlin 
The Agreement of Association shall equally apply to Land Berlin unless the Government of the Fed· 
eral Republic of Germany makes a declaration to the contrary to the other Contracting Parties with· 
in three months. 
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Letters exchanged at Athens on 9 July 1961 between the Heads of 
the Delegations·of the Community and of Greece 
(63/109/EEC) 






: Mr GUnther Seeliger, Head of the Delegation of the 
European Economic Community, 
His Excellency Mr Jean Pesmazoglu, Minj_ster 
Plenipotentiary, Head of the Greek Delegation. 
9 July 1961 
Interpretation given by the Community to certain 
provisions of the Agreement of Association. 
Athens, 9 July 1961 
Your Excellency, 
With reference to the Agreement signed today establishing an 
Association between the European Econo~ic Community and Greece, 
I have the honour to bring to your notice the following texts 
on the interpretation given by the Community to certain provisions 
of the Agreement 
Article 64 (3) 
"It is understood that Article 64 (3) shall be applicable only 
in the event of·subsequent accession to or association with the 
Community and, in particular, shall not apply to the COQ~tries 
and territories already associated with the Community which are 
listed in Annex IV to the Treaty establishing the Community, even 
if the assoc~.ation arrangements set out in Part Four of that 
Treaty and. in the Convention annexed thereto are amended at a 
later date." 
Protocol N° 14 on Greek exports of wine of fresh grapes, and 
of grape nn1st with fermentation arrested by the addition of a 
alcohol. 
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'"The Community considers that the Vlords 11 corresponding increase 11 
in the second subparagraph o: paragraph 5 aTe not to be inter-
preted as meP.ning that whenever the Federal lte-publ"ic of Germany 
increases quotas for imports from ~ember Stctes of the Community 
of wines for direct consumption, an identical or proportionate 
increase will automatically be made in q~otas for imports from 
Greece of wines intended for ~he preparation of vermouth, for 
making vinegar, or for distillation or cutting (coupage). 
The corresponding increQse in quotas for imports from Greece will 
have to be determined in the light of the export capacity of 
Greece and the sales outlets in the Federal Republic of Germany". 
Declaration of Intent on access by Greece to the European Invest-
ment Bank. 
"By signing the Declaration of Intent on access by Greece to the 
European Investment Bank, the Member States of the Comr~~ity 
indicate that when the time comes to consider the question 
referred to in that Declaration, they will do so in the light 
of the current circumstances which then obtain end j_n p~.rticular 
of the needs of the Greex economy and the availability of other 
international financing resources. 
I shall be obliged if you will c.cJmowledge receipt of this lettero 
Please accept, Your Excellency, the assurance of my highest 
consideration. 
.. 
(sgd) GUnther SEELIGER 
Head of the Delegation of the 
European Economic Connnuni ty 
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TRANSLATION 
Letter from : His Excellency Mr Jean Pesmazoglu, Head of the 
Greek Delegation 
To Mr GUnther Seeliger, Head of the Delegation of 
the European Economic Community 
Dated : 9 July 1961 
Subject : Reply to the letter from the Leader of the Delegation 
of the European Economic Commnnity. 
Athens, 9 July 1961 
Your Excellency, 
You were good enough to make the following communication to me 
in your letter of today's date : 
"Your Excellency, 
With reference to the Agreement signed today establishing 
an Association between the European Econo~c Community and 
Greece, I have the honour to brin~ to your notice the 
following texts on the interpretation given by the Comruunity 
to certain provisions of the Agreement : 
Article 64 (3) 
'It is w1derstood that Article 64(3) shall only be applicable 
in the event of subsequent accession to or aszociation with 
the Community and, in particular, shall not apply to the 
countries and territories already associated with the 
Community which are listed in Annex IV to the Treaty establish-
ing the Community, even if the association arrangements set 
out in Part Four of that Treatv and in the Convention armexed 
thereto are to be amended at a-later date'. 
Protocol N° 14 on Greek exports of wine and fresh grapes and 
of grape must with fermentation arrested by the addition of 
alcohol. 
'The Com..mu.nity considers that the ·words "corresponding increase" 
in the second subparagraph of parn~raph 5 are not to be 
interpreted as meaning tha~ whenever the Federal Republic 
of Gern12.Ly increases for imports from Member States of the 
Comnnm.ity quotas of wines for direct consumption, an identical 
or proportionate increase will automatically be made in 
quotz.s for imports from Groece of wines intended for the 
preparation of vermouth, for making vinegar, or for dis-
tillation or cutting ( cot::pa~e). The corresponding increase 
in quotas for imports frcn Greece \'till have to be determined in 
the light of the export c2pacity of Greece and the sales 
outle·ts in the Federal Republic of Germany. • 
/ 
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Declaration of Intent on access by Greece to the European 
Investment Bank: 
"By signing the Declaration of Intent on access by Greece 
to the European Investment Bank, the Iv:ember States of the 
Community ·indicate that when the time comes to consider 
the question referred to in that Declaration, they will 
do so in the light of the current circums~ia:r-1ces which then 
obtain and, in particula.r, of the needs of the Greek 
economy and the availability of other international 
financing resources. 
I shall be obliged if you will acknowledge receipt of this 
letter. 
Please accept, Your Excellency, the assurance of my 
highest consideration."·· 
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of that letter6 
Please accept, Your Excellency, the assurance of my highest 
consideration. 
(sgd) Jean Pasmazoglu 
Leader of the Greek Delegation 
Communication concerning the date of entry into force of the 
Agreement es-tablishing an Association between the l~uropea.Tl. 
Economic Community and Greece. 
(63/110/EEC) 
The exchange of the instruments of ratification of the Agrcem~nt 
establishing en Association between the Europe.an Economic Cor:r:rnnrl ty 
and Greece, signed at Athens on 9 July 1961, hav:i.ng been effected 
at Brussels on 24 August 1962, the Agreement thereby entered ~-n·(.o 
force on 1 November 1962, in accordance ~v.ith Article 76 thereof. 
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mcil Decision of 25 September 1961 on the conclusion of the Agreement establishing 
Aswciation between the European Economic Community and Greece ........... . 
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CC UNCIL DECISION 
J ~5 September 1961 
on the conclul'ion .... ·;he .a ~r~.emn ~.!>t<:~blishing an Association between the European Eco-
nomi;.. Community and Greece 
(63/106/EEC) 
THE COUNCil OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and in parti-
cular Article 2.!8 thereof; 
Having n:gard to the Agreement establishing an Association between the European Economic 
Community and Greece, signed at Athens on 9 July 1961: 
Having consulted the European Parliament on 19 September 1961, 
HAS DECIDEI· AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The Agret'men establishing an Association between the European Economic Community 
and Gr«~e. its Annexes and Protocols and the Declarations annexed to the Final Act, signed 
at Athens on t,le ninth of July one thousand nine hundred and sixty-one, are concluded, ap-
proved an I cor,firmed on behalf of the Community. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council is hereby authorized to issue the notification referred to in the 
second paragral'h of Article 75 of the Agreement of Association. 
Done at Brussels, 25 September 1961. 
For the Council 
The President 
MOLLER-ARMACK 
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AGREEMENT 
on measures and procedures required for the implementation of the Agreement establishing 
an Association between the European Economic Community and Greece 
(63/111/EEC) 
THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE MEMBER STATES OF THE 
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY. MEETING IN THE COUNCIL. 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community and to the Agreement 
establishing an Assoti'ltion between the European Economic Community and Greece; 
Whereas it is necessary to work out a joint position to be adopted by the representatives of the Commu-
nity and of Member States in the Council of Association established by Article 65 of that Agreement, 
and whereas it is necessary to specify the procedure for working out that joint position; 
Whereas it is also necessary to lay down the rules governing implementation, within the Community, of 
the decisions and recommendations of the Council of Association; 
Having consulted the Commission of the European Economic Community. 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The joint position which the representatives of the 
Community and of Member States are to adopt in the 
Council of Association shall be worked out in accord-
ance with the following provisions: 
(a) When the Council of Association considers ques-
tions which. under the Treaty establishing the Com-
munity, fall within the sphere of commercial policy, 
the corresponding provisions of that Treaty shall 
apply; 
(b) In other cases the Council or the Representatives of 
the Governments of the Member States meeting in 
the Council shall lay down the joint position unani-
mously, after consulting the Commission. 
Article 2 
I. Decisions and recommendations adopted by the 
Council of Association on matters which, under the 
Treaty establishing the Community, are within the 
province of the Community, shall be implemented by 
decision of the Council, acting unanimously after the 
Commission has been consulted. 
2. Where a decision or recommendation of the Council 
of Association concerns a matter which is not within the 
province of the Community under the Treaty establish-
ing the Community, the Member States shall adopt the 
necessary implementing measures. 
Artic/e3 
The procedures set out in Articles I and 2 above shall be 
without prejudice to the division of powers between 
Member States and the Community, as laid down by the 
Treaty establishing the Community. 
Article4 
Where a Member State considers it necessary to invoke 
Articles 10, 55, 56 and 67 of the Agreement of Associa-
tion on matters which are not within the province of the 
Community, that State shall first consult the other 
Member States. 
If the Council of Association is to adopt a position on 
measures taken by the Member State referred to in the 
preceding paragraph, the Community shall adopt the 
same position as the Member State concerned unless the 
Representatives of the Member States meeting in the 
Council should unanimously decide otherwise. 
Article 5 
I. At any time the Council may, where it considers it 
necessary, review the provisions of this Agreement. The 
Council shall adopt any amendments unanimously after 
consulting the Commission. 
2. The Council shall revise Articles I (b) and 2 (1) of 
this Agreement not later than the end of the second stage 
of the transitional period provided for in Article 8 of the 
Treaty establishing the Community. Amendments shall 
be adopted by the Council in accordance with the proce-
dure laid down in paragraph I of this Ar$icle. 
Article6 
This Agreement shall be approved by each Member 
State in accordance with its own constitutional require-
ments. The Government of each Member State shall no-
tify the Secretariat of the Councils of the European 
Communities of the completion of the procedures re-
quired for the entry into force of this Agreement. This 
Agreement shall enter into force at the date at which the 
last of these notifications is issued. 
Article 7 
This Agreement. drawn up in a single original in the 
Dutch, French, German anr• Italian languages, all four 
texts being authentic; shall be deposited in the archives 
of the Secretariat of the Cot•'lcils of the European Com-
munities, which shall transmi! a certified copy to each of 
the Governments of the Signa:ory States. 
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In witness whereof, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed this Agreement. 
Done at Athens, on the ninth day of July in the year one thousand nine hundred and sixty-one. 
For His Majesty the King of the Belgians 
Paui-Henri Spaak 
For the President of the Federal Republic of Germany: 
Alfred Muller-Arrnack 
For the President of the French Republic: 
Maurice Couve de Murville 
For the President of the Italian Republic: 
Emilio Colombo 
For Her Royal Highness the Grand Duchess of Luxembourg 
Eugi:ne Schaus 
For Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands: 
H. R. van Houten 
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18.2.63 OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
COUNCIL DECISION 
on the Agreement on methods of administrative cooperation for the implementation of Ar-
ticles 7 and 8 of the Agreement establishing an Association between the European Economic 
Community and Greece 
(63/115/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, 
Having regard to the Agreement establishing an Association between the European Economic 
Community and Greece, and in particular Articles 7, 8 and 9 thereof; 
Having regard to the Agreement on measures and procedures required for the implementa-
tion of the Agreement establishing an Association between the European Economic Commu-
nity and Greece, and in particular Article I thereof; 
Having consulted the Commission, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
1 Vol. I 
354/63 
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Article I 
The Agreement between the Governments of Member States and the Community, of the one 
part, and the Government of the Kingdom of Greece, of the other part. on methods of admin 
istrative cooperation for the implementation of Articles 7 and 8 of the Agreement establish 
ing an Association between the European Economic Community and Greece is concluded 
on behalf of the Community. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council is hereby authorized to designate the person empowered to sign 
the Agreement referred to in Article I, and to confer on him the powers required in order to 
bind the Community. 
Done at Brussels, 25 September 1962. 
For the Council 
The President 
E. COLOMBO 
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62 OITicial JllUrnal of the European Communities 
AGREEMENT 
on methods of administrative cooperation for the implementation of Articles 7 and 8 of the 
Agreement establishing an Association between the European Economic Community and 
Greece 
(63/ 116/EEC) 
THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM, THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
·.iERMANY. THE fRENCH REPUBLIC, THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC. THE GRAND DUCHY OF 
LUXEMBOURG. THb KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS, AND THE EUROPEAN ECO 
NOMIC COMMUNITY. 
of the one part. and 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE KINGDOM OF GREECE, 
of the other part. 
Having regard to the Agreement establishing art Association between the European Economic Community 
and Greece. and in particular Article 9 thereof: 
Mindful of the Commission Decision of 5 December 19601 on methods of administrative cooperation for 
the Implementation of Article 9 (2) of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community; 
Considering that the adoption l>y the Contracting Parties of methods of administrative cooperation similar 
to those 10 force 10 respect of trade between Member States of the European Economic Community is 
10tendcd to ensure effective control of the implementation of Articles 7 and 8 of the Agreement of Asso-
cmtion. 
HAVF AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
TITLE I 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
A rtic/e 1 
Goods which satisfy the conditions for the application of 
those provisions of the Agreement which relate to the 
progressive abolition between countries Parties to that 
Agreement (hereinafter called 'member countries') of cus-
toms duties and quantitative restrictions and of all meas 
ures having equivalent effect shall be eligible for treat 
mcnt under those provisions when imported into a mem-
ber country, on production to that country's customs 
authorities of the documentary evidence endorsed. at the 
request of the exporter. by the customs authorities of the 
exporting member country. 
Article 2 
I. Where goods are transported direct from the export 
ing member country to the importing member country, 
the documentary evidence referred to in Article I shall 
be movement certificate A.G.I. In other cases the docu-
mentary evidence required shall be movement certifi-
cate A.G.3. 
2. For the purposes of paragraph I the following shall 
be considered as transported direct from the exporting 
member country: 
' No 4. 20.1.1961. 
(a) goods transported without passing through the terri 
tory of a country not party to the Association: 
(b) goods transported through the territory of one or 
more countries which are not parties to the Associa-
tion. provided that carriage through such countries is 
covered by a single transport document made out in 
a member country. 
Article 3 
Where a movement certificate A.G.I or A.G.3 relates to 
goods obtained or produced in Member States of the 
Community under the conditions specified in Article 8 of 
the Agreement. this fart shall be recorded on the certifi 
cat e. 
TITLE 11 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS CONCERNING MOVEMENT 
CERTIFICATE A.G.I. 
Article 4 
I. Movement certificate A.G.I shall be endorsed by the 
customs authorities of the ex~'l'rting member country at 
the time of exportation of the goods to which it relatc."S. It 
shall be made available to the exporter as soon as expor 
tat ion has been actually effected or ensured. 
Exceptionally, movement certificate A.G.I may be en 
dorsed after exportation of the goods to which it relates 
if, through error or inadvertent omissions. it was not 
produced at the time of exportation. In that case. a spe-
cial note shall be added explaining the circumstann-s in 
which it was endorsed. 
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2. Movement certificate A.G.I may be endorsed only 
where it can serve as documentary evidence for the ap 
plication of Article I. 
Article 5 
Movement certificate A.G.l must be submitted to the 
customs office of the importing Member State where the 
goods are presented within one month of the date of en-
dorsement. This period shall be extended w two months. 
however, where the goods are transported wholly or 
partly by sea. 
TlTi.-E Ill 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS CONCERNING MOVEMENT 
CERTIFKATE A.G.J. 
Article 6 
Movement certificate A_G.3 shall be issued by the cus-
toms authorities of the exporting Member Statt at the 
time of exportation of the goods to which it relates. It 
shall be made available to the exporter as soon as expor-
tation has been actually effected or ensured. 
Under no circumstances may a movement certificate 
A.G.3 be issued after exportation of the goods has been 
effected. 
Movement certificate A.G.3 sllall be made out in such a 
way as to enable the goods tt) which it relates to be iden-
tified when imported at a later date into another member 
country. The customs <tuthorities of the exporting mem-
ber country shall take such measure:; as they consider 
necessary to facilitate such identification, and shall note 
these on the certificate. 
Article 7 
Movement certificate A.G.3 must be submitted to the 
customs authorities of the importing member country 
within six months of the date of issue thereof. It. shall be 
valid only in respect of the quantity of goods presented 
to the customs authorities of the importing member 
country during that period. 
TITLE IV 
PROVISIONS COMMON TO MOVEMENT CERTIFI-
CATESA.G.I andA.G.J. 
ArticleS 
Movement certificates A.G.I and A.G.3 shall be made 
out in the form shown in the annex to this Agreement. 
They shall be in the language, or in one of the languages, 
of the exporting member country. In Greece they may 
also be completed in one of the official languages of the 
Community. They shall be typed or handwritten; if the 
latter they shall be in ink in block letters. 
Member countries may require duplicate copies of the 
movement certificates to be submitted to the customs 
office of export at the same time as the originals 
. ·~ . 
..... 
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The size of the certificates shall be 21 x 30 cm. The pa-
per used shall be sized writing paper. containing no me-
chanical pulp, and weighing not less than 64gfm2• It 
shall have a printed green guilloche-pattern background 
such as to reveal any falsification by mechanical or 
chemical means. 
A double band shall he printed diagonally across the 
front of each certificate from the lower left to the top 
right corner. The double diagonal hand shall be in blue 
for movement certificate A.G.I and in red for movement 
certificate A.G.3. 
Member countries may themselves print the certificate 
forms or may entrust the work to printers authorized by 
them. In the latter case. reference to that authorization 
must appear on each certificate. Each certificate shall 
bear the distinguishing mark of the authorized printer 
and an indentifying serial number 
Article 9 
The movement certificates shall be submitted to the cus-
toms authorities of the importing member country in 
accordance with its procedural requirements. Those au-
thorities shall have the right to require a translation of 
them. They may require the import declaration to he 
supplemented by a statement by the importer that the 





The following shall be accepted as eligible for treatment 
under the provisions of the Agreement relating to the 
progressive abolition. in trade between the member coun-
tries. of customs duties and quantitative restrictions. 
and of all measures having equivalent effect. without 
production of movement certificate A.G.l or A.G.3: 
(a) Dutiable articles accompanying travellers or con-
tained in their personal luggage, if they are not in-
tended for commercial use and their total value does 
not exceed the equivalent in national currency of 200 
units of account, and if they are declared to comply 
with the conditions required for the application of 
such provisions and the accuracy of this declaration 
is not in doubt: 
(b) Postal packets (including parcels) sent direct from 
the exporting member country to the importing mem-
ber country. unless it is indicated on the packaging 
or accompanying documents that the goods contained 
therein do not comply with the conditions laid down 
in Article 7 of the Agreement. Such indication shall 
be a yellow DD 2 label affixed in all these cases by 
the customs authorities of the exporting member 
country . 
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Article ll 
In order to ensure that this Agreement is properly ap-
plied, the Governments of member countries shall afford 
one another assistance in verifying the authenticity of the 
certificates and that the entries thereon tally with those 
of the corresponding export documents. 
Article 12 
I. The Governments of Member Countries shall take all 
necessary measures to ensure that movement certificates 
A.G.l and A.G.3 can be submitted, in accordance with 
Article 9, from I November 1962. 
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2. Movement certificates (provisional form) issued under 
Protocol No 2 shall continue to be valid, if they have been 
or are submitted to the customs authorities of a member 
country within two months of their date of issue. 
Article JJ 
This Agreement is drawn up in two copies in the Dutch, 
French, German, Italian and Greek languages, all five 
texts being equally authentic. One copy shall be depos-
ited in the archives of the Secretariat of the Councils of 
the European Communities and the other in the archives 
of the Government ofthe Kingdom ofGreece. 
In witness whereof, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed this Agreement. 
Done at Brussels, in two copies, on the twenty-sixth day of September in the year one thousand nine 
hundred and sixty-two. 
For the Government of the Kingdom of Belgium: 
Joseph Van Der Meulen 
For the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany: 
Eberhard Boemcke 
For the Government of the French Republic: 
Jean-Marc Boegner 
For the Government of the Italian Republic: 
Antonio Venturini 
For the Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg: 
Albert Borschette 
For the Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
Johannes Linthorst-Homan 
For the Council of the European Economic Community 
Antonio Venturini 
For the Government of the Kingdom of Greece: 
Konstantinos Tranos 
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ANNEX/ 
EEC- GREECE ASSOCIATION 
CERTIRCAT DE CIOLATIOI DES IURCIIAIIISES 
CERTIRCATO PER LA CIRCIJWIOIE DELLE IIBICI 
.vEIIEI'i' CERTIRCATE 
CEIITIRCAAT IIZAIE GOEDEREIIYERIEER 
GOIISTRAIISPOIITBEVIS 
WAREIYERIBIRSBESCHEIIIGUIG 
niETOTIOIHTIKON KYKAQci)()PIAE EMTIOPEYMATflN 
DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
(Surname and forename or busmess name and full address of exporter) 
... PACKAGES (1) 
-U tU.O 
·;::: E Marks and Number u =-rn;z numbers and kind 
DESCRIPTION OF GOODS 
I 2 3 4 
Total number of packages (col 3) 
and total quantities (col 5) 
Remarks (2 ): 
A. G.1 
A ooooo 
exporter of the goods described below: 
Gross weight 
(kg) or other 
measure 
(hi. m\ etc.) 
5 




I CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
Declare that these goods sitated m 
I 
Declardtion certified: 
meet the conditions required for the issue of this certificate('): 
I Export document : Member country of destination 
I Type No 
{Place and date of -..gnature) I ' Date 
I Customs Office .. . ..... 
I OtTtcial Stamp 
(S.IJUIIUn: of uporter) I Date 
(Opbonal onformanon) I 
Cons•gnment dated No l (S1J1181Ure of customs offteer) 
-------( 1) t nr I!Ood' 10 hulk. md~a~lc the narnr of the 'h1p or the number of the railway wa.,... or rOIId vehicle. 
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REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION OF THIS MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.G.I 
The undersigned customs offil·cr requests verification of the verification of the authenticity and accuracy of this certificate. 
Ofllcial 
stamp 
(Place and date of signature) 
(Signature of customs ollicen 
RESULT OF VERIFICATION 
Verification carried out ny the undersigned customs officer shows that this movement certificate A.G.I: 
L was issued ny the customs office indicated and that the information contained therein is accurate (t); 
2. doe~ not meet the requirements as to authenticity and accuracy (see notes appended) (t). 
( 1) f>clck a;, IICCCSS:lf)'. 
Official 
stamp 
(PI.H:e and date of signature) 
!Signature of cu"toms officer) 
I. GOODS FOR WHICH A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.G.I MA\' BE ENDORSED 
I. A movement l..:'crtilicatc A.G.I may be cndor'it:J ''nly fur good,;; which, in the e.x-
porting memhcr country (•). fall within one of the following categories: 
(a) ~oods produced in that exporting memhc.•r country. including those obtained 
or produced wholly or partly from produf'too on which the applicahiC' customs 
duties or charges having equivalent effect have hecn levied in that mcmher 
c(\untry and which have not flencfited lrom a total or partial drawhack of such 
duti~ or chang~; 
tb• goods in free .;irculation in that ellp01ting memhec country. within the mean-
m~ of Article 7(2) of the Agreement (goods com111g from a third country. in 
,-e"JlCd of which import formalitieoe; have been complied with and any l'Ustoms 
dutie!<o or charg("s having equivalent effect havt< hrcn levied in thnt mcmher 
countr), ami which haVl' not beraelitcd from a 'Ot:1! or parti~ll drawhack of 
such dutirs or charge'i); 
(c) good~ ohtainetl ,,r produced within that cli.portin,g mcmhl·1 country. and in 
the manufacture of which have been used prod'ut:t!-1 on which the applicable 
customs duties or charges having equavalcnt ~fli."\:t hnvc not been levied in that 
mcrnher country or products which have henefit'!d frum a total or partial 
drawback of such duties or charges. subject to Lht: .;ollcctaon. where appro-
priate. nf the compensatory levy prescrihed fm those good-.: in Article K of 
1 he A~treement ; 
Note: The statement 'Compt"nslttory Levy Grccx:e' must appear on all mnv\.··· 
ment certificates A. G. I for ~oods obtained nr prudul.·cd in the Mcmh\:r Statt.·s 
of the EEC from products coming fn,m a third country on whi~h the ;lpplil'ahlc 
customs duties and charges hanng ..,..quiv,ll~nt .:fleet have not ht"-cn h:vi~.·d in 
any Member State. 
(d) goods origiually imported from a mcmbe1 country which ,,n npMtatwn Lilt 
within one of the categories {a). (b) or (c) ahovc 
Note: In the case of goods originally imJX)rted into the e\pori1D!! m~.·mh..:r 
country under the cover of a movement certificate hr-aring the statcm\.·nt ·('nm· 
pensatory levy - Greece·. the movement ccrtificatt" or ccrtifil·atcs .'\ < i.l 
issued in lieu of the latter mu~f also hear I he statement 'Compen,..ltor) "-'') 
Greece·. 
2. Movement ct:rtificates A.O.I may not be endorsed for goods cxp•.,rtcd fmm .1 
member country to another member country when these gtlod-. 
(a) come wilhin the pro\o·ince of the European Coal and Steel Communih. 
(b) were originally imported from a country not party to the Associati~.Hl "' th;.• 
exporting memhercountry under a preferential system because ~,,fthcir ,~ounlry 
of origin or place of consignment. 
11. SCOPF OF THE MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.G.I 
The mm:emcnt l"l':!rtiht ~tte A.G 1 may h..: u~t o,1ly 1f the goods h1 which it relates arc 
transported diret"l from thl' exportin~ mcmher country h\ the importing member 
wuntry. 
The following shail be considered as transport~d ducct from the exporting member 
country to the importing member country: · 
(a) good5 transported without pas~ing through the territory of 11l'ountry not party 
to the Association; 
(b) goods transported through the territory of one or more countries which are 
not parties to the Association provided that carria(le through such count ric!" 
is covered by a single transport document made out in a member .:ountry. 
Note: Before requesting endorsement of movement certificate A. G. I by the 
customs authorities oft he exporting member country, the exporter must satisfy 
himselfthat the goods will in ract be transported direct to the importing member 
country. Goods not transported dirC(.1 are eligible for preferential treatment 
only if a movement certificate A.G.l is produced. 
Ill •. RULES FOR COMPLETING THE MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.G.I 
I. The movement certificate A.G.I must be completed in the languaae orthe export· 
ingmembercountryorinoneorthetanpaaesorthatcountry. Where the exporting 
member country is Greece. it may also be completed in one orthe officiallanJllllget 
of the European Economic Community. 
2. The movement certifocate A.G.t must be typed or handwritten; ir the latter. it 
must be completed in ink in block letters. lt muat not contain any erasure or super-
imposed correction. Any alteration must be made by deleting the incorrect parti· 
culan and addinJ any corrections. Any such alteration must be initialed by the 
penon who completed the certiflc:ate and endoned by the customs authorities. 
3. Each item listed on the movement certificate A.G.I must be preceded by a aerial 
number. A horizontal line must be drawn immediately after the last entry. Unused 
space must be struck throup so as to make any later addition impossible. 
4. Goods must be de.:ribed in accordance with commercial usage and in sufficient 
detail to enable them to be identified. 
S. The exporter or the carrier may complete the part or the certificate reserved ror 
the declaration by the exporter by a rererence to the transport document. It is 
also recommended that the exporter or the carrier show on the transport document 
coverins the dispatch or the 1oods the serial number or the movement certiftcate 
A.G.I. 
1\'. EFFECT OF THE MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.G.I 
When correctly used, tbe movement certificate A.G.I enables the goods described 
therein to benefit in the importina member country from the prolreuive elimination 
or customs dutiea. quantitative restrictions and all other measures haviiiJ equivalent 
eiTect. However. when the movement certificate bean the statement "Compensatory I 
levy - Greeoe'. (IOOCis desc:ribed therein shall not. be etipble ror this pret'erential 
treatment in the Member States or the EEC. 
The customs authorities or the importina Member Country may. ir they consider it 
necessary. require any other documentary evidence and in particular transport docu-
ments under cover or which the aoods were dispatchec!. 
V. TIME UMIT FOR SUBMISSION OF THE MOVEMENT CERTiftCATE A.G.l 
The movement certiftcate A. G. t must be produc:ed at the customs office or tbe im· 
portittJ member country where tbe (IOOCia are presented within a period or one month 
( 0 ) The member countries are: (a) The Member States ortbe EEC; 
(b) The Kinldom or Greece. 
from the date of endonement. This period may .however. be extended to two months 
in caoes where tbe &oods are transported wholly or partly by sea. 





CERTIFICAT DE CIRCULATION DES MARCHANDISES 
W ARENVERKEHRSBESCHEINIGUNG 
CER','IFICATO PER LA CIRCOLAZIONE DELLE MERCI 
CER TIFICAA T INZAKE GOEDERENVERKEER 
GODSTRANSPORTBEVIS 
/1/ETOHOIHT/KON KYKA(fliJOPIAE EMHOPEYMAT!JN 
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DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
I, the undersigned, 
(Surn.lmc .tnd lnrcn~l!llC or name of hrm .and lull .tddrcv .. of C'\portcr) 
... PACKAGES (1) _,;::..o 
tE Marks and Nu m her C/)::l 
c number' and kind 
I 2 3 
Total number of packages (col 3) 
I total quantities (col 6) 
Remarks (2): 
Declare that these goods situated in 
Detailed descnption of goods 
4 
meet the conditions required for the issue of this certificate ( 3) 
Place of loading 
Dispatched on Date No 
Country of destination of goods at the time of exportation 
( 1) For goods in bulk indicate the name or the shap Qr the number of the railway wagon or roa<J vehacle. 
At 
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exporter of the goods described below: 
Net weight (kg) 
Tariff Gro's or other 
number weight measure 
(hl,m 3,etc.) 
5 6 7 
} (in words) 
(Place ~nd date of stgnltture) 
(Stgnature or exporter) 
(') Among the remarks to be entered in this space, insert~ appropnate 'Compensatory levy- Greece', as provided ror under Note I (I) (c) and (d) on the last page or thiS certificate 
( 1) See Notes on the last page or this certificate. 
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y· 000000 
:cnON RESERVED FOR THE CUSTOMS AUTHORITIES OF THE MEMBER COUNTRY 
RESULT OF CUSlOMS EXAMINATION AND INDICATION 01"- M FANS OF IDI:NliFICATION (') 
7 
Declaration certified 





(Signature ol custom' officer) 
(1) In tltts .,.:e tile anto• audaorities of the pl8ce of ex.portatlon should llJVC' the re- lt~ of thctr eum•natwn Wlth any del.ul' wh1ch may tacduatc •dent•fil.ttlon of the ~oods 
They .,...._..._aay~~--tion tneasuressuch as~~eahftA.Ilamptn~·· etc. wtuch they have taken Where ~upportlnJ! Item' of the IVI"'C referred tn 1n the 'iecond 
............ of Noce Ill (5) O¥Wieaf(photopaphs. plans. samples of woven fahnc. etc) are attached, the t.:U'itomll nffu;c mu"t \l.tmr them m ,uch" w.ty thttl .t f'.lrl ,,, the nllit:ml 
s&amp ia ....,nnted on the actul ...nifiCIIte A G.J 
Spa~ not ulled mull he- struck throup tn order to prevent later add111nn-. 
19 
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REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION OF THIS MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.G.3 
The undersigned customs officer requests verification or the authenticity and accuracy orthis certifiCate. 
OfTtc1al 
stamp 
(Piaa: and date of sipaturcl 
ISipaturc of castoms orr..,.,.t 
RESULT OF VERIFICATION 
Verification carried out by the undersigned customs olrtcer shows that this movement certificate A.G.J: 
I. was issued by the customs office indicated and that the inrormation contained therein is accurate ('I; 
2. does not meet the requirements as to authenticity and accuracy (see notes appended) (1). 
( 1 ) Delete as nece;,~ry 
Official 
stamp 
(Piac:r and dale of sipaturcl 
(Sipature of customs ofT'tcer) 
I. GOODS FOR WHICH A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.G.3 MAY BE ENDORSED 
L A movement certificate A.(j 3 may he endoried only for goods whtch. in lhe e'-
portmg member country (•). fall wtth1n one of the followmg catq:oneo..: 
(a) good-; produced in that e'port1ng member country. includm@: thOK ohlaincd 
or produced wholly or p~~rtly from products on whu::h the applicable customs 
dulJcs or charges haVIng equ•valent effect have been levied m that member 
country and whiCh ha\'C not hcnerited from a total or partial drawback of such 
duUC'i or charges. 
(b) goods m free cuculahon m that exportmg memhercountry. Wlthm the meaning 
of ArtiCle 1 (2J of the Agreement(good'i commg from a third country. m respect 
of wh1ch 1mport lormaht1es have been complied With and any customs dultcSor 
charges havmg equ1valenl eiTecl have been k:vicd m that member country. and 
wh1ch have not benefited from a total or partial drawback of such duties or 
charges): 
(c) goods obtained or rroduccd w1thin that exportmg member country. and in the 
manufactureofwh1ch have fJecn used products on which thcapplialbleeusloms 
duties or charses haVIng equ•vah:nt effect have not been levied in that member 
country or products wh1ch have benefited from a total or panial drawback of 
such duties or charp. subject to the colloction. when: appropriaoc. of the 
compensatory levy prc:scribed for thoR goods in Artoclo 8 of the A1!f"0111011t: 
Nile: The statl!'mml ~compens.tory levy GI"CCCCC" must appear on all move-
moat catifocat05 A.G.3 for pods ohtJUnod or produad on the Momhrr State-. 
of the EEC from products comin, from a third counlf) on which the appbcahlc 
eusloms dut.es and chafl!C"i' ha'\'lft(! equn·alcnl effect have nol been le~1ed in am 
Mono.,.,_ State. 
td) goods ori~nally Imported from a memher countr} wh•ch on exportation fall 
within one of the cat~ries ta). (b, or (et above 
Nllle: In the ca!iiC of good<i ori~nall~ imported into the exportm(! mcmhcr 
coantry llllder the mw:rof a movement certificate bearing the statement ·t·om-
pcDSIIlDry levy Grea:r". the movement certifiCate or certifiCates A.G.J 
issued in lteU of the latter must also bcllr I he slatemmt ·compensaiOry le'\'\ 
Groa:o·. 
, Moftlllmt cert1f~eatcs A.G 3 may notlx issued for good<i exported from a member 
country to anothn mrmber country when thnc ~ · 
Ca) come wilhrn I he proVInce of the European (.~oal and Steel Commumt~ . 
Cb) ~ orilinall) 1mponed from a country not .-rty to the Association to the 
aporti,. member country under a proforaolial customs system bcca- of 
their coamry of oriJin or pia<% of consipmmt. 
D. SCOPE OF THE MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A..G.3 
A movement cen1facate A.G.J may be used in all ca!ICS where a mo¥ement ccniftcate 
A.G I cannot he used oWing to the factthatthoJ!oods are not transported di""" from 
the exporting member country to the importing member country 
The: following shall he considered as tnnsported di""" from the .. portinJIJ member 
country to the importing member country: 
(a) J!OOds transported without pusiq through tholorritory of a country not party 
to the Assoaat1on; 
(bl p>odst..._,.,... lhroiiJIJio the l<:mlory of ono or more c:oomtnc. not party to 
doe Asooc:iation provided that camaf!O throiiJIJio such countries is co..:red by a 
smsle t.-._t document made out in a member COtllltry. 
In puticalu. doe....,_, c:atifocate A. G.) may he aD! for goods exported from a 
-'--try 10 a country not party to lhc Aaocialion. from which they arc fiablo 
to be re-aported su'-uontly to a _,ber COIIIIIry. 
Dl. RULES FOR COMPIEilNG THE MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.G.3 
I. The mo..,menta:rtirocatc A.G.J ...- bocompleled in thel-oftheCilporl-
iq member country or in one of thol- of lhal country. Whorclhc ea-
portio& mem.,.,_ country is Grao>e. it may aho bo comploted in """ of doe offiCial 
lan- of doe European Economic Community. 
The: mo>emeat c:atifocatc A.G.J mlllt he typed or handwritlell; if the latter it mUSI 
he completed in ink on block lettcn. 11 must DOl contain aay......., or_.,... 
pooed conection. Any alteralioll must be -* by cleletiaa lhc illllOI1a:t parti-
culan and addi,. any ....._.., c:omdions. Aay such alteralioll mUll he inilialed 
by the person who completed the c:atifocate and oaclorwd by doe C1IIIOmS alllho-
nties. 
3. The: 'dcdaralion by the exporter• on lhc IOCOIId -of lhc .......,_, c:atifocale 
A.G.J mast he completed in fall. In puticalu. the pia<% of loadia&. the date of 
dispaldl and doe ....,try of dc:stiDOiioll at the li- of Cllporl mUll be llaled. 
4. E.-:11-- OD doe """"""""tczrtificate A.G.~ mast be ............. by a oorial 
•-- A loorizloMalliBc mast he drawn immcdialdy after doe lut entry. Unused 
_., •ast bollnldt ......... so u to male any later addilioa impolliblo. 
S. Goods- he de&ribod ia acaonlua: with.,.,..-.- and ia peat dolail 
••10-dat docycaabo idoalifiedeuily. Tbede&riplion of doe goods must 
-doe_..... of doe tarilf hadi"' applicable 10 .... ... 
11oe------doe-- ...ur ..... A.G.J all documents 
--.-.drawiap. photopapllsorcommm:ialjhoopec:t-,m: .• whd may 
lodp idadifotalioa. If docy COIIIider it -.ry. doe- alllloorilia of the 
....,...._.., ..... _,_-.stolhe-ta:rtirocateA.G.3. 
IY. EFFECI' OF THE MOVEMI'.NT Clll"l MCATE A..G.3 
A movement a:rtirocatc A.G.J enablostho goods de&ribod lbereia 10-fn. doe 
pr<lii"Cisi.e dimination of cUIIoms duties. qaulilali.e restrictions and d -m.....,.. bavi"' equivalent clfecl wloae- is 110 -hi dat doe ....... -..y 
imported are,_ cle&ribed ia dat- Cll'lrtificate A.G.J. Ho-...... doe 
-t Cll'lrtificate A.G.J '-n lhc - •eo.p..atory In)' - a.-·. 
goods de&ribed lloereio shall - bo elililllc: for llril ,...,.._ - ia doe 
Mem'- States of doe EEC. 
11oe --a.alooritios of the importilla -'-COOIIIIry -y reqllft lllbmission of 
-.......-.- ifdocy-lhl:n: is-hi UIO the idality oftheaoods 
-' -.y.....,._doep>odsfrom ... .........,....,_ of.,..._d--.quaa-
- ,_.,.... ... d- haviaa "''lliwlad dfa:t if satisfactory ovic1ena: _ ... ....,..__ 
V. TIME UMIT FOR SUIIMISSION OF DIE MOVJ'.MENT CERTIFICATE A..G.3 
The:_, a:rtirocate A.G.J m• be ..to.oitted 10 doe- udoorilir:s of doe 
importins member country within a period of u _.... from doe ....., of...._ lt 
(•) The: Member Countries are: (a) Tloe Mem'- Stala of doe EEC; 
(b) The: ~ora-. 
.... bowalid-'Jfordoe_..;tiosofp>ods_..,.t illlhat...,.'-cuatry durinJ! 
....... _... 
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29.10.66 OFFICIAl, ]OURNAt OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 3393/66 
REGULATION No 162/66/EEC OF THE COUNCIL 
of 27 October 1966 
on trade in oils and fats between the Community and Greece 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular Article 
43 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parlia-
ment; 
Whereas Council Regulation No 136/66/EEC1 on the 
establishment of a common organisation of the market 
in oils and fats establishes a common system of trade 
in oils and fats; whereas this system provides for the 
application of customs duties for most products, but 
for olive oil, olives, olive residues and other residues 
it provides for a system of levies; 
Whereas the customs duties applied by Member States 
to Greece are laid down in the Agreement establishing 
an Association between the European Economic 
Community and Greece; whereas Member States 
should not charge customs duties on imports of olives 
falling within tariff sub-heading No 07.01 N or 07.03 A 
for the purposes other than the production of oil; 
Whereas Protocol No 12 to that Agreement stipulates 
that, should levies be fixed for olive oil and olives, 
Greece shall, in anticipation of the harmonisation of 
the agricultural policies of the Community and 
Greece, be accorded the same treatment as that applied 
by the Member States between themselves; 
Whereas Regulation No 136/66/EEC provides, in 
respect of olive oil, for a single production target 
price, a single market target price, a single threshold 
price and a single intervention price; whereas these 
1 OJ No 172, 30.9.1966, p. 3025/66. 
rules for determining prices, ensure that, subject to 
differences due to natural conditions of price forma-
tion, the price level for olive oil and olives will be the 
same in all Member States; whereas it is therefore 
possible, in accordance with the principles of the levy 
system, to dispense with levies in trade between 
Member States; 
Whereas the rules for determining prices introduced 
by Regulation No 136/66/EEC do not extend to 
Greece; whereas differences may therefore arise be-
tween the price on the Greek market and that on the 
Community market; whereas such differences must, in 
accordance with the principles of the levy system, be 
compensated by a levy calculated on the basis of the 
rules generally applied, within the framework of the 
common agricultural policy, to trade between Member 
States; 
Whereas, since Greece is not obliged to apply the 
system of levies established by the Community to 
olive oil and olives imported from third countries, 
the application of the special levy in question to 
exports from Greece to the Community which do not 
consist of products obtained entirely in Greece might 
lead to substantial deflections of trade; whereas the 
application of the special levy must consequently he 
restricted to products obtained entirely in Greece; 
Whereas the system laid down in this Regulation for 
imports and exports of olive oil and olives might in 
certain circumstances lead to disturbances on the 
Community market; whereas provision should there-
fore be made for dealing with such a situation; 
Whereas the introduction of the system mentioned 
above makes it possible to eliminate all other 
obstacles to trade between the Community and 
Greece; 
Whereas, in compliance with commitments arismg 
from the Association Agreement, certain provisions of 
Regulation No 136/66/EEC may be applied to trade 
between the Community and Greece; 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
Trade between the Community and Greece in products 
listed in Article 1 (2) of Regulation No 136/66/EEC, 
hereinafter called the 'basic Regulation', shall be 
governed by the following provisions. 
Article 2 
1. As regards the products listed in Article 1 (2) (a), 
(b) and (d) of the basic Regulation, Member State~ 
shall, in trade between the Community and Greece, 
apply the customs duties applicable under the Agree-
ment establishing an Association between the Euro-
pean Economic Community and Greece, hereinafter 
called the 'Agreement'. 
2. In order to eliminate difficulties which might 
arise on the Community market by reason of dispar-
ities in the duties applicable under Article 37 (3) of 
the Agreement, the Council, acting in accordance with 
the voting procedure laid down in Article 43 (2) of 
the Treaty on a proposal from the Commission, shall, 
not later than 30 June 1967, adopt the necessary 
measures to be applied within the Community. 
Article 3 
1. On imports of unrefined olive oil produced 
entirely in Greece and transported direct from that 
country into the Community, a levy shall be charged 
equal to the difference between the threshold price, 
fixed in accordance with Articles 4, 8 and 9 of the 
basic Regulation, and the free-at-frontier price, less 
a standard amount. 
2. The free-at-frontier p~:ice, calculated for the Com-
munity frontier crossing point fixed in accordance 
with Article 13 (2) of the basic Regulation, shall be 
determined on the basis of the most favourable 
purchasing oppurtunities on the Greek market; prices 
shall be adjusted to allow for any deviations from the 
description or quality for which the threshold price 
was fixed. 
3. The standard amount for the 1966/67 marketing 
year is fixed at 0·5 units of account per 100 kilo-
grammes of imported product. 
For subsequent marketing years, the method of calcu-
lation and the level of the standard amount shall be 
determined each year by the Council, acting in accord-
ance with the voting procedure laid down in Article 43 
(2) of the Treaty on a proposal from the Com-
mission, after prior consultation with Greece on the 
level of the standard amount. 
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4. The levy shall be fixed by the Commission. 
Detailed rules for the application of this Article shall 
be adopted in accordance with the procedure laid 
down in Article 38 of the basic Regulation. 
Article 4 
1. On imports of refined olive oil produced entirely 
in Greece transported direct from that country to 
the Community, a levy shall be charged made up of 
a variable component and a fixed component, deter-
mined as follows: 
The variable component shall be equal to the differ-
ence between the threshold price and the free-at-
frontier price applicable to the quantity, which may be 
fixed at a standard rate, of olive oil needed for the 
production of the imported product. 
The fixed component applicable for the 1966/67 market-
ing year shall be equal to 40% of the fixed compo-
nent determined in accordance with Article 14 of the 
basic Regulation. This percentage shall be reduced to 
30% for the 1967/68 marketing year and to 15% for 
the 1968/69 marketing year. The fixed component 
shall be abolished from 1 November 1969. 
2. Detailed rules for the application of this Article 
shall be adopted by the Council, acting in accord-
ance with the voting procedure laid down in 
Article 43 (2) of the Treaty on a proposal from the 
Commission. 
Article 5 
On imports of olives falling within sub-heading No 
07.01 N or 07.03 A harvested in Greece and trans-
ported direct from that country into the Community, 
excluding those for purposes other than the pro-
duction of oil, a levy shall be charged calculated on the 
amount of the levy applicable under Article 3 to 
olive oil, by reference to the oil content of the impor-
ted product, the relevant customs duties not being 
charged. 
On imports from Greece into the Community of olives 
falling within tariff sub-heading No 07.01 Nor 07.03 A, 
for purposes other than the production" of oil, Member 
States shall not charge customs duties. The same 
shall apply to olives falling within tariff sub-heading 
No 07.01 N or 07.03 A not harvested in Greece but 
transported direct from that country into the Com-
munity for the production of oil. 
2. On imports of the products listed in Article 1 
(2) (e) of the basic Regulation which are produced 
entirely in Greece and transported direct from that 
country into the Community, a levy shall be charged 
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calculated on the amount of the levy applicable to 
the olive oil referred to in Article 3 (1), by reference 
to the oil content of the imported product. 
The levy may, however, be charged only in accord-
ance with the provisons of Article 37 (3) (a) of the 
Agreement. 
3. Detailed rules for the application of this Article, 
and in particular those regarding the determination of 
the oil content, which may be fixed at a standard 
rate, shall be adopted by the Council, acting in 
accordance with the voting procedure laid down in 
Article 43 (2) of the Treaty on a proposal from the 
Commission. 
Article 6 
1. Should the Commllnity market in olive oil ex-
perience or be threatened with serious disturbances by 
reason of: 
- imports of the products listed in Article 1 (2) (c), 
(d) and (e) of the basic Regulation produced 
entirely in Greece and transported direct from that 
country into the Community, in particular when 
the intervention agencies might, because of such 
imports, be induced to buy in substantial quan-
tities of olive oil pursuant to Article 11 (1) of the 
basic Regulation, or 
- exports of olive oil to Greece, in particular when 
by reason of those exports, the market price of 
olive oil might appreciably exceed or threaten to 
exceed the level of the market target price or when, 
by reason of those exports, a decision has been 
taken to dispose of the buffer stock, 
appropriate measures may be applied until such disturb-
ance or threat of disturbance has ceased. 
2. All decisions taken under paragraph 1 shall be 
communicated to Greece. 
3. The nature of the measures which may be adopted 
and the conditions for applying this Article shall, 
after consultation with Greece, be laid down by the 
Council acting in accordance with the voting pro-
cedure laid down in Article 43 (2) of the Treaty on a 
proposal from the Commission. 
Article 7 
Subject to the provisions of Article 6, 8, and 9 the 
following shall, in trade with Greece, be incompatible 
with the application of the provisions of this Regu-
lation: 
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- the charging of any customs duty, or charge having 
equivalent effect, other than those provided for 
in this Regulation; 
- the application of any quantitative restriction or 
measure having equivalent effect; 
- recourse to Article 41 of the Agreement in respect 
of the products listed in Article 1 (2) (c), (d) and 
(e), excluding those falling within headings Nos ex 
07.02 and ex 07.04 B of the basic Regulation. 
Article 8 
Subject to the provisions of the Agreement, both the 
following Articles of the basic Regulation and the 
measures adopted for their application shall apply: 
Article 3 (3) and (5); the second sentence of Article 
10 (2); Article 16; Article 17; Article 18; Article 19; 
Article 27 (3) (c) and (5); Article 28; Article 35; 
Article 41 (1) and the third paragraph of Article 43. 
Article 9 
When the products imported into the Community are 
not produced entirely in Greece or are not trans-
ported direct from that country into the Community, 
Articles 13, 14, 15 and 20 of the basic Regulation 
shall apply to the products covered by those Articles, 
subject to the provisions of the Agreement. 
Article 10 
The Council, acting in accordance with the voting 
procedure laid down in Article 43 (2) of the Treaty on 
a proposal from the Commission, may after consul-
tation with Greece amend the list of products to 
which this Regulation applies, or adopt any measure 
in derogation therefrom, in order to take account of 
any special conditions affecting such products. 
Article 11 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day follow-
ing its publication in the Official journal of the 
European Communities. 
It shall apply to the products listed in Article 1 (2) 
(c), (d) and (e) of the basic Regulation from the date 
of entry into force of that Regulation in respect of 
those products, and from 1 July 1967 in respect of 
the other products listed in Article 1 of that Regu-
lation. 
This Regulation shall be applicable until the decicion 
of the Association Council provided for in Article 35 
of the Agreement is taken or until the periods of two 
years and one year provided for respectively in Article 
36 (1) and (2) of the Agreement have expired. 
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This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Bru~~cls, 27 October 1966. 
For the Council 
The President 
L. DE BLOCK 
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AGREEMENT 
on the Fiaancial Protocol to the Agreemeat establishing an Association between the Euro-
pean Economic Community and Greece 
(63f113fEEC) 
lHE REPRESENTATIVES OF lHE GOVERNMENTS OF 1HE MEMBER STATES OF THE 
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, MEETING IN THE COUNCIL, 
Having reprd to the Finmcial Protocol to the Agreement establishing an Association between the 
European Economie Community and Greece; 
Whereas it is nec:essary to determine the method of fmancing the loans and interest rebates provided for 
in that Protocol. 
HAVE AGREED AS FOlLOWS: 
1 Vol. I 
Article 1 
The loans provided for in the Financial Protocol shall 
normally be granted and fmanced by the European In-
vestment Banlt. 
Pursuant to this authority the Bank shall provide finance 
in its own name, on its own account and out of its own 
resources. 
Article2 
The Member States of the Community shall authorize 
the Bank to issue credit for the fmancing of an initial in-
stahncnt of SO millioo US dollars of the total credit. 
Any losses which may result from acceptance of t'-: 
authority shall be covered in proportion to the Member 
States' share of the Bank's subscribed capital. 
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Article 3 
The procedure laid down in Article 2 may be applied in 
respect of the balance of 75 million US dollars in the 
e~ent of the Bank not being in a po~ition to undertake 
direct financing. 
In any case. Member States shall. as necessary, take 
appropriate measures to make the required funds avail· 
able to the Bank in proportion to tl,eir share of its sub-
scribed capital. 
Article4 
The funds needed to provide interest rebates shall be 
provided by Member States in proportion to their share 
of the Bilnk 's subscribed capital. 
The payments procedure and the terms and conditions 
for interest rebates shall be determined hy the Council, 
acting unanimously. 
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Article5 
This Agreement shall be approved by each Member 
State in accordance with its own constitutional require 
ments. The Government of each Member State shall no-
tify the Secretariat of the Councils of the European 
Communities of the· completion of the procedures re-
quired for entry into force of this Agreement. This 
Agreement shall enter into force at the date at which the 
last of these notifications is made. 
Article 6 
This Agreement, drawn up in a single original in the 
Dutch. French. German and Italian languages. all four 
texts being equally authentic. shall be deposited in the 
archives of the Secretariat of the Councils of the Euro-
pean Communities, which shall transmit a certified COf·Y 
to the Governments of the Signatory States. 
In witness whereof. the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed this Agreement. 
... , ·' 
Done at Athens this ninth day of July in the year one thousand and nine hundred and sixty-one. 
For His Majesty the King of the Belgians: 
Paui-Henri Spaak 
For the President of the Federal Republic of Germany: 
Alfred M'ullcr-Armack 
For the President of the French Republic: 
Maurice CoU\·e de Murville 
For the President of th.: Italian Republic: 
Emilio Colombo 
For Her Royal Highness the Grand Duchess of Luxembourg: 
Eugi:ne Schaus 
For Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands: 
H. R. van Houten 
Communication CO':Jceming the date of entry into force of tbe Agreement on the Financial 
Protocol to the Agreement establishing an Association between the European Economic 
Community and Greece 
Notification to the Secretariat of the Councils of the European Communities, provided for in 
Article 5 of the Agreement on the Financial Protocol to the Agreement establishing an Asso-
ciation between the European Economic Community and Greece, was effected on 31 August 
1962 by the last Government to complete this formality. The Agreement thereby entered into 
force on that date. in accordance with Article 5 thereof . 
Office of Official Publications of the 
European Communities- Luxembourg 
